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Abstract

To explore whether schools’ causal impacts on test-scores measure their overall impact
on students, we exploit quasi-random school assignments and data from Trinidad and Tobago
to estimate the causal impacts of individual schools on several outcomes. Schools’ impacts
on high-stakes tests are moderately related to impacts on crime but weakly related to impacts
on important outcomes such as dropout, teen motherhood, and formal labor-market participa-
tion. To examine if parents value these causal impacts, we link them to parents’ ranked lists
of schools and employ discrete-choice models to infer preferences for school attributes. Many
parents choose schools that improve high-stakes tests, that reduce criminality, and increase
labor-market participation. Notably, many parents’ choices indicate stronger preferences for
impacts on non-academic outcomes than test-score impacts. These results reveal that evalua-
tions based solely on test scores may be very misleading about the benefits of school choice,
and education interventions more broadly.
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I Introduction
Is a school’s impact on test scores a good measure of its overall impact on students? Do parents

value schools that improve high-stakes standardized tests? Do parents value school impacts on out-
comes other than high-stakes tests? To shed light on these issues, we use administrative data from a
variety of sources covering the full population of Trinidad and Tobago. To address the first question,
we estimate individual schools’ causal impacts on high-stakes test scores, low-stakes test scores,
dropout, teen motherhood, teen arrests, and labor market participation. Using the relationship be-
tween these estimates, we examine the extent to which school output is multidimensional (such
that test score impacts may miss important dimensions of school quality). To address the second
and third questions, we link our estimated impacts to parents’ school rankings and explore whether
parents choose schools with positive causal impacts on these multiple outcomes – providing the
first exploration into whether parents value school causal impacts on non-academic outcomes.

The motivations for this paper are twofold. The first motivation is to better understand the mul-
tidimensional nature of individual schools’ output. Researchers, practitioners, and policy-makers
often rely on school’s performance on standardized tests as a measure of quality. However, be-
cause educational output may be multidimensional (Hanushek 1971; Heckman et al. 2006; Kautz
et al. 2017; Jackson 2018; Jackson et al. forthcoming), schools that improve important longer-run
outcomes (such as crime, college-going, and earnings) may have little impact on test scores. As
such, policies that use test score impacts to make decisions (such as school closures, performance
pay, accountability, etc.) may, at best, be sub-optimal and, at worst, have deleterious impacts on
unmeasured long-run outcomes. To assess the importance of this, one must understand the joint
distribution of individual school’s impacts across several different outcomes.1 However, to date,
only four studies examine the causal impact of individual schools on different outcomes (Abdulka-
diroğlu et al. 2014; Dobbie and Fryer 2015; Angrist et al. 2016; Place and Gleason 2019). To
rely on causal impacts, these studies focus on a small number of oversubscribed schools that ad-
mit students using enrollment exams or randomized lotteries.2 While focusing on oversubscribed

1We now know that certain groups of schools that raise test scores may not improve other outcomes and vice versa.
For example, Deming (2011) finds that winning a school choice lottery can reduce crime with little impact on test
scores, Deming et al. (2014) find that school choice lotteries improve test scores and educational attainment (only for
girls). Beuermann and Jackson (2020) find that attending a preferred school in Barbados improves long run outcomes
but not test scores. Also, Booker et al. (2011) find that charter school attendance impacts on test score do not correlate
with their impacts on college outcome. All these studies examine groups of schools rather that individual school
impacts – precluding an analysis of the multidimensional nature of educational output by schools.

2Place and Gleason (2019) and Angrist et al. (2016) examine 31 and 26 oversubscribed charter schools, respectively.
Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2014) examine 6 elite selective enrollment schools, and Dobbie and Fryer (2015) examine a
single charter school. Dobbie and Fryer (forthcoming) examine impacts of 45 charter schools in Texas. However, they
do not have quasi-random variation so that the estimated school impacts may not capture causal impacts. In their words
“we assume unobserved determinants of students’ labor market outcomes are orthogonal to our school value-added
measures....our estimates should be interpreted with this strong identifying assumption in mind.”
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schools overcomes selection biases, these studies examine a small number of schools that are nec-
essarily non-representative – so that the patterns from these important studies may not generalize
to all schools. Moreover, these studies have examined individual schools’ impacts on test scores
and related educational outcomes (such as college going) but have not related schools’ test score
impacts to a broad set of nonacademic outcomes. As such, no studies have identified individual
school’s causal impacts across a representative group of schools and on a broad array of academic
and non-academic outcomes simultaneously – which is necessary to rigorously explore the mul-
tidimensional nature of school output. To help fill this space, we rely on quasi-random variation
to uncover the causal impact of attending 133 individual secondary schools in Trinidad and To-
bago (84% of all public secondary schools). This is about the same number of public secondary
schools as in Chicago, and more than in the entire state of Vermont. We estimate causal impacts of
individual schools on a wide array of academic and non-academic short- and longer-run outcomes.

The second motivation for our work is to better understand parental preferences for schools.
In theory, by aligning schools’ incentives with parents’ preferences, school choice policies may
increase efficiency in educational production (Friedman 1955; Chubb and Moe 1990). However,
if parents cannot discern school causal impacts, school choice policies will do little to increase
education production or improve human capital. Indeed, there is a growing literature showing
that parental preferences for schools are not systemically related to school impacts on test scores
(MacLeod and Urquiola 2019; Beuermann and Jackson 2020). The few studies that directly exam-
ine parent preferences for school causal impacts (as opposed to peer quality or average outcomes)
conclude that parents may not value school impacts per se (Rothstein 2006, Abdulkadiroğlu et al.
2020) – casting doubt on the likely efficacy of school choice. However, because test-score impacts
may not capture all the educational output that parents value, this may not be the final word on
this issue. Specifically, because educational output may be multidimensional, parents may value
schools that improve outcomes that are not highly correlated with test score impacts. If so, school
choice may improve outcomes valued by parents, but that are not well observed by the econome-
trician – leading to wrong inferences about parental preferences and the benefits of school choice.
By linking our schools’ causal impacts on a broad set of outcomes to parent’s rankings of schools,
we seek to provide the first examination of the extent to which parents are more likely to choose
(or value) schools that causally improve test scores and also key nonacademic outcomes.

We use data on all applicants to public secondary schools in Trinidad and Tobago between 1995
and 2012. These data contain students’ identifying information, scores on the Secondary Entrance
Assessment (SEA) (taken at age 11 at the end of 5th grade), and a ranked list of secondary schools
the student wished to attend. We link these data (at the student level) to scores on low-stakes
national exams taken three years later, high-stakes secondary school completion exams five years
later, and a national tertiary certification exam taken seven years later. We also link these student
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records to official police arrest records, birth registry data, and retirement contribution fund data.
The resulting dataset allows us to track individual students over time and through 33 years of age
across a host of different types of outcomes.

To estimate the causal effects of attending individual schools, we rely on the fact that the
Ministry of Education (MOE) assigns most students to schools using a deferred acceptance al-
gorithm (Gale and Shapley, 1962). Conditional on the information used in the assignment process,
the algorithm-based assigned school is unrelated to both observed and unobserved student char-
acteristics (Jackson, 2010). Exploiting this fact, for each of 133 secondary schools, we use the
conditionally-random school assignment to that school as an instrument for attending that school
(relative to the average school). In our setting, each school estimate reflects the average effect of
attending a given school among applicants to that school. Because applicants may differ across
schools, to obtain a set of relative school estimates that are comparable to each other requires that
school effects are additive – i.e., the average effect of attending school A relative to school B is
equal to the effect of attending school A relative to C, plus the effect of attending school C relative
to B. This condition holds in our data. We implement several additional tests to support a causal
interpretation of our estimates. As such, our school effect estimates reflect the relative improve-
ment in outcomes the average parent can expect for their children from attending a given school
(compared to the average school). Accordingly, our average school effect estimates are similar to
others in the school effects literature (e.g. Deutsch et al. 2020, Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2014; Dobbie
and Fryer 2015; Angrist et al. 2016; Dobbie and Fryer (forthcoming); Place and Gleason 2019).

To estimate parent’s preferences for schools, we rely on the fact that a ranked list of four sec-
ondary schools is submitted as part of the secondary-school application process. Under Deferred
Acceptance algorithms, among the set of schools ranked, it is rational to list them in order of true
preference. As such, one could use a ranked-ordered logit model to learn something about parent
preferences for schools. However, under Deferred Acceptance algorithms when all schools are not
ranked, (a) not all school rankings can be observed, and (b) applicants may engage in strategic
behaviors by accounting for the likelihood of admission when making choices (Chade and Smith,
2006). Researchers have addressed this by making some key assumptions. For example, Abdulka-
diroğlu et al. (2020) account for not having all schools ranked by assuming that some set of school
options were not in the choice set.3 Also, to account for strategic choices both Abdulkadiroğlu
et al. (2020) and Hastings et al. (2009) appeal to patterns in the data to justify assuming that the
choices made are not strategic. No solution is perfect. We propose an alternative solution that
relies on somewhat weaker assumptions. Specifically, because the nature of any strategic choices is
known, and we can obtain estimates of admission probabilities using historical data, we are able to

3Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) assume that parents in New York City do not choose schools outside of their borough
because such choices are uncommon.
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condition on admission probabilities and uncover true preferences in our context. As such, in our
choice model we include all schools (making no assumption about what schools are in the choice
set) and also explicitly account for possible strategic behaviours. We implement a modified multi-
nomial logit model (McFadden, 1973) to estimate parent preferences for all possible schools based
on observed peer quality, proximity, average school characteristics, admission probabilities, and es-
timated school impacts. To ensure that our findings are not an artifact of the chosen methodology,
we show that our main findings are similar in models that do not account for strategic behaviors
explicitly (as has been done by other researchers), and models that rely only on the rank ordering
of the choices made (i.e., a standard rank-ordered logit model).

Schools have meaningfully different average effects on an array of outcomes. Going from a
school at the median of the impact distribution to one at the 85th percentile increases both low-
stakes and high-stakes test scores by about 0.4σ , reduces school dropout by 3.6 percentage points,
reduces teen births by 3.5 percentage points, reduces teen arrests by 1.6 percentage points, and
increases the likelihood of being formally employed by 3.6 percentage points. We explore whether
the magnitude of school impacts differ by incoming achievement levels. The magnitude of average
school effects are similar to effects at the bottom and top of the achievement distribution for most
outcomes. However, school effects tend to be larger for those at the bottom of the achievement
distribution – particularly for dropout and teen motherhood. We also explore if the schools that
improve outcomes on average differ from those that improve outcomes at the top or bottom of the
distribution of incoming achievement. Average school effects are very similar to effects evaluated
for those at the top and bottom of the achievement distribution – indicating minimal match effects,
or effect heterogeneity by incoming achievement. This is further evidence that our average school
effect estimates reflect the relative improvements the average parent can expect for their children
from attending a given school (compared to attending the average school).

We next test for whether school impacts on test scores capture effects on other outcomes. After
accounting for estimation errors, the correlations between school impacts on high-stakes tests and
other outcomes are modest. For example, the correlation between impacts on high-stakes exams
and non-dropout is 0.26, and that between impacts on high-stakes tests and being formally em-
ployed is 0.19. We show that these low correlations are not due to high-achieving students being
more responsive to school impacts on academic outcomes and attending one set of schools while
low-achieving students are responsive to school impacts on nonacademic outcomes and attend dif-
ferent schools. Rather, even among a homogeneous set of students, schools that improve academic
skills are often not those that improve broader adult well-being (which parents may value).

Next we analyze parental choices to explore if parents value schools’ impacts. As in all studies
of this type (e.g., Avery et al. 2013; Burgess et al. 2015; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020; Hastings
et al. 2006), we infer that parents “value” or “prefer” a school attribute if they are more likely
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to choose schools and rank schools more highly with that attribute. Using this “revealed prefer-
ence” approach, we replicate several results of existing studies. Parents assign higher priority to
higher-performing schools with closer proximity, and with higher-achieving peers (Burgess et al.
2015; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020). As in Hastings et al. (2006), choices are more sensitive to
average school achievement among parents of higher-achieving students. We also present several
novel results. Parents choose schools that are safe and schools with lower teen birth rates.4 Look-
ing at test-score impacts, parents of higher-achieving children choose schools with larger positive
causal impacts on high-stakes exams. This pattern is robust to controls for peer quality and average
outcomes– suggesting that parents of high-achievers can and do disentangle schools that causally
improve test scores from schools with strong average performance.5 Importantly, we establish that
his pattern cannot be driven by match effects because school impacts on high-stakes exams are near
identical for students throughout the incoming achievement distribution.

A second key innovation of our work is to be the first to measure parent preferences for schools’
causal impacts on nonacademic outcomes. Parents of high-achieving students (particularly males)
are sensitive to school impacts on (reduced) arrests. Indeed, males’ parents’ choices at almost
all achievement levels are more sensitive to a one standard deviation increase in arrest impacts
than that for impacts on high-stakes exams. Interestingly, parents of both high- and low-achieving
children (both male and female) are more likely to choose schools that raise formal labor-market
participation. Remarkably, the pattern of estimates across groups and outcomes suggest that most
parent choices are more sensitive to a 1σ increase in crime or labor market impacts than a 1σ

increase in test-score impacts. Because the school impacts are largely the same for all students on
these outcomes, we can rule out that our key results are driven by test score impacts having larger
marginal effects for high-achieving children while labor market or crime impacts having larger
effects on low-achieving counterparts.6 Because schools that causally improve test scores are often
not those that reduce crime or improve labor market participation, these results have important
implications for our understanding of parental preferences for schools.

We build on the school quality literature by presenting the first analysis of the relationships be-
tween school impacts on several academic and non-academic outcomes – providing direct evidence

4This is the first study to document parental preferences for school safety and teen motherhood using a revealed
preference approach (as opposed to self-reported preferences such as Hart Research Associates (2017)).

5The only other paper to explore parental preferences for school causal impacts on test scores is Abdulkadiroğlu
et al. (2020) who find that conditional on peer quality, parents do not appear to value schools test-score impacts. Our
results are not entirely at odds with theirs because conditional on average outcomes and peer incoming achievement,
only parents of students within the top 25 percent of the incoming achievement distribution exhibit strong preferences
for schools that improve high-stakes exam scores.

6Note that any unaccounted-for match effects (in unobserved dimensions) would lead us to understate the impor-
tance of school impacts on choices because the average effects differences used would not be indicative of the real
differences in value added for parents – which would bias our method away from finding any effects.
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of the multidimensionality of school output.7 Our findings have important policy implications be-
cause test-score impacts are increasingly used for policy decisions. We also contribute to the work
on parental preferences by providing the first study of parental choices based on school impacts
on non-academic outcomes such as fertility, crime, and labor-market participation. We show that
parents may have strong preferences for schools that reduce crime and increase labor market par-
ticipation – impacts that are only weakly correlated with school impacts on tests. If this pattern
holds in other settings, it could explain why researchers have found a weak link between parental
preferences for schools and schools test score impacts.8 Our results suggest that existing evalua-
tions of school choice based solely on test score impacts (without regard for schools’ nonacademic
output) may be very misleading about their welfare effects.

The remainder of this paper is as follows; Section II describes the Trinidad and Tobago context
and discusses the data used. Section III presents our empirical strategy for estimating school causal
impacts. Section IV presents the magnitudes of the estimated school causal impacts and explores
the potential multidimensionality of school output. Section V discusses our choice models, and
presents our estimates of parental preferences. Section VI concludes.

II The Trinidad and Tobago Context and Data
The Trinidad and Tobago education system evolved from the English system. At the end of

primary school (after grade 5, around 11 years old), parents register their children to take the
Secondary Entrance Assessment (SEA) and provide a list of four ranked secondary school choices
to the Ministry of Education (MOE). The SEA is comprised of five subjects that all students take:
mathematics, English language, sciences, social studies and an essay. Students are allocated to
secondary schools by the MOE based on the SEA scores and the school preferences submitted at
SEA registration using the deferred acceptance mechanism summarized in Section III below.

Secondary school begins in form 1 (grade 6) and ends at form 5 (grade 10). We focus on
public secondary schools of which there were 158 during our study period.9 All schools provide
instruction from forms 1 through 5 and teach the national curriculum. Students take two externally
graded exams at the secondary level, and one at the tertiary level. The first secondary exam is the
National Certificate of Secondary Education (NCSE) taken at the end of form 3 (grade 8) by all

7Dobbie and Fryer (forthcoming) examine the relationship between charter school impacts on test scores, high
school graduation, and earnings. However, as discussed above, they rely on selection on observable assumptions for
identification so that the observed relationships may be subject to selection biases.

8This main point is also suggested in Beuermann and Jackson (2020) who examine the short and long run impacts
of attending a preferred secondary school in Barbados.

9There are two types of public schools: Government schools (fully funded and operated by the government) and
Government Assisted schools (managed by private bodies, usually a religious board, and all operating expenses funded
by the government). There were 44 Government Assisted schools during our sample period. Private secondary schools
serve a very small share of the student population (about 3.4 percent).
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students in eight subjects.10 NCSE performance does not affect school progression or admission to
tertiary education, and is therefore a low-stakes examination.

The second secondary exam is the Caribbean Secondary Education Certification (CSEC) taken
at the end of form 5 (grade 10) which is equivalent to the British Ordinary-levels exam. CSEC
exams are given in 33 subjects. To be eligible for university admission, one must pass five or more
subjects including English and mathematics. Students who qualify for university admission based
on CSEC performance could either apply and, if accepted, enroll in a tertiary institution or pursue
the Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE). In addition, entry level positions in
the public sector require at least five CSEC subject passes. For these reasons, the CSEC is a
high-stakes exam. The third exam, the CAPE, is the equivalent of the British Advanced-levels
exam and was launched in 2005. The CAPE program lasts two years and includes three two-
unit subjects and two core subjects (Caribbean and Communication studies). Passing six CAPE
units is a general admission requirement for British universities. The post-secondary qualification
of a CAPE Associate’s Degree is awarded after passing seven CAPE units including the two core
subjects. Finally, students who obtain the highest achievable grade in eight CAPE units are awarded
Government sponsored full scholarships for undergraduate studies either in Trinidad and Tobago
or abroad (including the US, Canada or UK). Given this, the CAPE is a high-stakes exam.

Secondary School Applications Data: The data include the official administrative SEA covering
all students who applied to a public secondary school in Trinidad and Tobago between 1995 and
2012. These data include each student’s name, date of birth, gender, primary school, residential
census tract, religion, SEA scores, the ranked list of secondary school choices, and the administra-
tive school placement by the MOE. The final SEA dataset contains information on 312,420 students
across the 18 SEA cohorts. We link various additional datasets to the SEA data by full name (first,
middle, and last), gender, and date of birth.

Examination Data: To track students’ exam performance and educational attainment we col-
lected data on the NCSE exams (taken 3 years after secondary school entry, typically at age 14), the
CSEC exams (taken 5 years after secondary school entry, typically at age 16) and the CAPE exams
(completed after 2 years of post-secondary school studies, typically at age 18). The NCSE was
launched in 2009 and data are available for years between 2009 and 2015. These data include the
scores for the eight subjects assessed. The NCSE data were linked to the 2006 through 2012 SEA
cohorts.11 The CSEC data are available for all years between 1993 and 2016. These data include
the scores for each subject examination taken. The CSEC data were linked to the 1995 through
2011 SEA cohorts.12 The CAPE data are available for years 2005 through 2016, and are linked to

10NCSE academic subjects include mathematics, English, Spanish, sciences, and social studies. NCSE non academic
subjects include arts, physical education, and technical studies.

11We matched 97.44 percent of all NCSE individual records to the SEA data.
12We matched 96.31 percent of all CSEC individual records to the SEA data. The non-match rate of 3.69 percent
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the 1999 through 2009 SEA cohorts.13 These data contain scores for each exam unit taken.

Criminal Records: We obtained the official arrests records from the Trinidad and Tobago Police
Service. For each arrest that occurred in Trinidad and Tobago between January 1990 and May 2017,
these data include the offender’s full name, date of birth, gender, and date of arrest. To explore teen
crime, these data were linked to the 1995 through 2010 SEA cohorts.

Civil Registry: We obtained the official birth records from the Trinidad and Tobago Registrar
General. For each live birth in Trinidad and Tobago between January 2010 and September 2016,
these data include the mother’s full name, date of birth, gender, and date of the live birth. To explore
teen motherhood, these data were linked to the 2004 through 2010 SEA cohorts.

Labor Market Participation: We obtained the official registry of active contributors to the na-
tional retirement fund as of May 2017 from the National Insurance Board. These data include all
persons who were formally employed and, therefore, contributing to the national social security
system as of May 2017. For each affiliate, the data include the full current name, full original
name prior to any name changes, date of birth, and gender. To explore formal employment among
individuals aged 27 through 33, these data were linked to the 1995 through 2002 SEA cohorts.

Table 1 presents summary statistics for all our matched datasets. The population is roughly half
female and the average admitted cohort size across all schools is about 217 students per incoming
cohort per school (column 1). About 90 percent of students took the NCSE and 77.6 percent took at
least one CSEC subject. The average student passed about 3.3 CSEC subjects and 36 percent passed
five subjects including English language and mathematics (i.e. qualified for tertiary education). We
also show the outcomes by sex and the selectivity of the assigned school (by incoming SEA scores).
Incoming SEA scores are roughly 0.25 standard deviations lower for males than for females, and
average scores of those assigned to the top ranked schools are 1.4 standard deviations higher than
those assigned to the bottom ranked schools. Given the differences in incoming scores, there are
relatively more females at selective schools. Females have lower dropout rates by age 14 than males
(92.3 versus 88.7 percent took the NCSE). Likewise, girls score 0.45 standard deviations higher on
the NCSE. Also, 43 percent of female students qualify for tertiary education while only 29 percent
of males do. Students at the most selective schools score 0.86 standard deviations higher on the
NCSE than the average student at less selective schools. They also pass about 5 CSEC subjects on
average, and 59.8 percent qualify for tertiary education; while this is only accomplished by 12.7
percent of students at the least selective schools (column 5).

Looking at post-secondary education, about 20.6 percent of students took at least one CAPE
unit, 15.4 percent earned an Associate’s degree, and only 0.99 percent earned a CAPE scholarship.
Females passed 1.8 CAPE units, and 19.3 percent earned an Associate’s degree. In comparison,

closely mimics the share of students served by private schools (3.4 percent) who would not have taken the SEA.
13We matched 96.6 percent of all CAPE individual records to the SEA data.
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males passed 1.1 units, and only 11.4 percent earned an Associate’s degree. At the most selective
schools, 34.8 percent of students took at least one CAPE unit and 26.9 percent earned an Associate’s
degree. Among those at less selective schools, only 4.7 percent took at least one CAPE unit and
2.5 percent earned an Associate’s degree.

Moving to nonacademic outcomes, 3.3 percent of the population had been arrested by age 18.
Arrests are concentrated among males of which 5.8 percent had been arrested by age 18. Arrests
rates are low (1.7 percent) among students from more selective schools, and are higher (4.8 percent)
among students at the least selective schools. A similar pattern is observed for teen motherhood.
While 6.5 percent of girls at the top schools had a live birth before age 19, as much as 15 percent
of females at the bottom schools did. Finally, 75.7 percent of the population is formally employed
(as an adult). However, formal employment is somewhat higher for males than for females, and for
those assigned to more selective schools than for those assigned to less selective schools. Next, we
describe how we estimate schools’ causal impacts on these key outcomes.

III Estimating School Impacts
Our first aim is to uncover the causal impact of attending each school j relative to the average

school. To do this we need to exploit variation in school attendance that is unrelated to unobserved
determinants of student outcomes. Following Jackson (2010), we exploit the fact that the Ministry
of Education (MOE) uses a deferred acceptance mechanism to create an initial set of school assign-
ments for students. This initial assignment is unrelated to unobserved student or parent actions and
characteristics (by construction), so that conditional on the variables used by the algorithm to form
these assignments, the assignments are unrelated to unobserved determinants of student outcomes.
We rely on this exogenous variation in school assignments to uncover schools causal impacts.

School assignments are as follows: Parents submit a rank-ordered list of secondary schools they
wish their children to attend before they sit the SEA. Once the exams are scored, the top scoring
student is assigned to her top choice school, then the second highest scoring student is treated
similarly, and so on until all school slots are filed. Once a given school’s slots are filled, that school
is then taken out of the pool, and students who had that school as their top choice will be in the
applicant pool for their second choice. This process continues until all school slots are filled or all
students are assigned.14 We refer to this rule-based initial assignment as the “tentative” assignment.

A key feature of the mechanism is that each school has a test score cutoff above which appli-
cants are tentatively assigned to the school and below which they are not. Conditional on school
choices and SEA score, the tentative assignments are beyond parent, student or school admin-

14See Appendix A for a more detailed description. Because all schools have the same preferences for students, this
is similar to a serial dictatorship game. If students listed a complete ranking of all schools, this would essentially be
serial dictatorship. However, because the lists are not complete, is more accurately described as deferred acceptance
(Gale and Shapley, 1962). Students have incentives to truthfully reveal their rankings among chosen schools.
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istrator control and are therefore unrelated to unobserved determinants of student outcomes. In
reality, the official MOE school placement differs from this initial assignment because principals
at Government Assisted schools are allowed to admit up to twenty percent of the incoming class
at their discretion.15 Even though this discretion is often not used by principals, to avoid any bias,
we follow Jackson (2010) and do not rely on the official MOE placement, but rather use only the
exogenous variation in the tentative rule-based assignment.

Because there are multiple cutoffs embedded in the assignments algorithm, this assignment
mechanism generates two sources of exogenous variation that we can exploit (Jackson, 2010); (a)
variation around the cutoffs for each school (based on applicants scoring just above and just below
each cutoff) and (b) variation across cutoffs (based on all students including those far away from
the cutoffs). We discuss each source of exogenous variation in turn.

Variation around individual cutoffs (Discontinuity Variation):

The most familiar source of exogenous variation is the variation around the cutoffs. Consider
this scenario illustrated in Figure 1: There are two choice groups; choice group 1 who list school
1 as their top choice and school 3 as their second; and choice group 2 who list school 2 as their
top choice and school 3 as their second choice. Both groups have the same second choice school
(school 3), but different top choices (school 1 and 2, respectively). Applicants to school 1 who
score above 82 on the SEA are granted admission, while school 2 has a higher cut-off such that
applicants to school 2 who score above 92 on the SEA are granted admission. Among those with
school 1 as the top choice (i.e., those subject to the cutoff for school 1), one can estimate the impact
of school 1 versus 3 using the cutoff variation just above and below 82. Similarly, among those
with school 2 as the top choice (i.e., those subject to the cutoff for school 2), one can estimate the
impact of school 2 versus 3 using the cutoff variation just above and below 92. This is the standard
variation exploited in a regression discontinuity (RD) design. This variation is valid so long as the
cutoffs are exogenous. In Appendix A we present the standard battery of empirical tests to support
the exogeneity of the test score cutoffs. That is, scoring above the cutoff is not associated with
a jump in density, or change in predicted outcomes, but is strongly associated with an increased
likelihood of attending ones preferred school. This is the first (but not only) source of variation.

Variation across cutoffs (Difference in Difference Variation):

Because there are multiple cutoffs (one for each school each year), the RD variation is not all
the identifying variation embedded in the assignment mechanism. That is, one can exploit the fact
that individuals with the same test scores may be marginal for different schools’ cutoffs due to small
differences in their choices (which are observable and can be accounted for directly). To see this,

15Government Assisted schools account for about 30 percent of national enrollment. Therefore, students admitted
upon discretion of principals at these schools could account at most for 6 percent of national enrollment.
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consider students away from the cutoffs in Figure 1. All students who score below 82 (irrespective
of choices) end up in school 3. As such, any differences across choice groups (among those with
low scores) cannot be due to school differences and will reflect the impact of any unobservables
correlated with the different choices. However, among students who score above 92, the two choice
groups face different cutoffs and end up in different schools, so that the differences reflect both the
difference in school impacts and the impact of those unobservables correlated with the different
choices. If the choice group effects are additively separable from that of test scores, one can use
a difference-in-difference type approach to identify the effect of attending school 1 versus school
2 even among those far away from the cutoff.16 To show that our school impacts based on this
variation are not biased by violations of the aforementioned additive separability assumption, in
Section III.3 we show that our estimated school effects are virtually identical in models that include
flexible interactions between school choices and test scores and those that do not.

Making Comparisons Across all Schools:

The set of students described above allow one to estimate the relative effects for schools 1,
2, and 3. However, our aim is to compare the causal effect of attending each school to that of
any other particular school – i.e., we need all our school effects to be directly comparable. With
different groups of students who make different choices (and therefore face a different set of cutoffs)
one can estimate impacts for other sets of schools (say schools 3, 4, and 5). If school effects are
additive (i.e., the effect of attending school 1 relative to 5 is equal to the effect of attending school
1 relative to 3 plus the effect of attending school 3 relative to 5), then each school can be linked to
all other schools through a chain of overlapping within-group comparisons and one can compare
each school to every other school.17 This is the approach we employ. Because making comparisons
across all schools relies on the assumption that school effects are additive, in Section III.3 we show
that this condition holds in our setting.

16Concretely, the difference in outcomes across choice groups among students with low scores (below 82) will be
the choice-group effect, C. The difference in outcomes across choice groups among the high-scoring students (above
92) is the choice effect (C) plus the school effect (S). The difference in outcomes among high scorers (C+S), minus the
difference in outcomes among low scorers (C), will uncover the school effect (C+S-C=S). By a similar logic, one can
use individuals who score between 82 and 92 to identify the effect of school 1 versus school 3. In this example, one
can uncover the relative effectiveness of schools 1, 2, and 3.

17Suppose group A allows a comparison of schools 1, 2, and 3, while group B allows a comparison of schools 4,
5, and 6. So long as there is some other group that has one school from each group (say schools 2, 4, and 9) then
all schools in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 9 can be compared to each-other. This example highlights that if each school can
be linked to all other schools through a chain of overlapping within-group comparisons, all schools can be compared
to all other schools. This identification requirement is similar to that for estimating teacher value-added while also
controlling for school effects (Mansfield, 2015).
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III.1 Relying Only on the Identifying Variation
For clarity of exposition, we will refer to assigned school τ and attended school j. Based on

the algorithm, a student is tentatively assigned to school τ if they (a) had school τ in their list of
choices, (b) scored above the cutoff for school τ , and (c) did not score above the cutoff for a more
preferred school in their choices. It follows that conditional on school choices students will only be
assigned to different schools if some scored above the cutoff for a desired school while the others
did not (i.e., variation due to their observable scores). Also, conditional on having the same test

scores students will only be assigned to different schools if some made a different set of school
choices than the others (i.e., variation due to their observable choices). Importantly, both sources
of variation in school assignment described above will be unrelated to unobserved determinants of
student outcomes so long as the location of school cutoffs is exogenous.

Under the testable modelling assumptions discussed above (i.e., (1) additive separability of test
scores and school choices in determining outcomes, and (2) additivity of school effects), conditional
on smooth flexible functions of incoming SEA scores and explicit controls for student choices,
students initial tentative assignments are as good as random if locations of the test score cutoffs are
exogenous to other student characteristics (as shown empirically in Appendix A). One can therefore
obtain assigned school’s causal effects by estimating (1) by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS).

Yiτct = Σ(Ii,τ ·θ IT T
τ )+ f (SEAi)+λc +X′itδ +Ct + εiτct (1)

In (1), Yiτct is the outcome of interest for student i who was assigned to school τ , and belongs to
choice group c and SEA cohort t. Ii,τ is an indicator equal to 1 if student i was assigned to school
τ . f (SEAi) is a 5th-order polynomial of the incoming SEA score. Xit is a vector of individual-
level baseline characteristics (measured at SEA registration) including sex, district of residence
fixed effects, the distance between the primary and secondary school, and religion fixed effects. Ct

denotes SEA cohort fixed effects; while εiτct is an individual-level disturbance.

Key variables for our analysis are the choice group fixed effects λc. These identify separate
intercepts for groups of individuals who made the same school choices in the same order.18 Im-
portantly, the choice-group indicators identify groups of individuals who may have the same SEA
score but are subject to different school cutoffs – which allows for the difference-in-difference
identification across cut-offs (using individuals away from the cutoff as outlined above).19 The

18In most years, students could list four choices. However, for SEA cohorts 2001-2006 the MOE allowed students to
list up to 6 different school choices (instead of the usual 4). Therefore, we grouped students with unique combinations
of the first 4 choices within one set of fixed effects, and included separate sets of fixed effects for choices 5 and 6.

19In principle one could efficiently rely only on the discontinuity variation by using the “tie breaking” approach
proposed in Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2019). However, this would preclude our use of the variation away from the cutoffs
which is instrumental to our ability to compare school effects to the average school.
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estimated θ̂ IT T
τ s from (1) identify the average treatment effect of being tentatively assigned to each

school τ (relative to the same comparison school). These estimates can be standardized to reflect
the impact of being assigned to school τ relative to being assigned to the average school.20

III.2 Using Instruments to Obtain Causal School Attendance Impacts
The previous section shows that we can obtain the causal effect of being tentatively assigned to

individual schools. To obtain clean Treatment-on-the Treated (TOT) effects of attending a particu-
lar school j relative to the average school, we use the rule-based school assignments as instruments
for actual school attendance.21 Identification of individual school effects requires one instrument
per alternative (Kirkeboen et al., 2016). We satisfy this condition in our setting by using indicators
for being assigned to each school as instruments for attending each school. Ideally, all 158 schools
would have strong first stages, but this is not the case. As such, to avoid being under-identified, we
exclude the school assignment and attendance indicators for the 25 schools with the weakest first
stages.22 We can obtain clean causal estimates for 84 percent of all public secondary schools in the
nation (i.e,. 133 schools). Our resulting two-stage least squares (2SLS) model is as follows:

Yi jct = Σ(Ii, j ·θ TOTIV
j )+ f (SEAi)+λc +X′itδ +Ct + εi jct (2)

Ii, j = Σ(Ii,τ ·πτ j)+ f (SEAi)+λc +X′itδ +Ct +υi jct , for each j ∈ J (3)

The endogenous variables in the second stage equation (2) are the 133 individual school at-
tendance indicators (Ii, j) and our excluded instruments are the 133 individual school assignment
indicators (Ii,τ ). We code a student as attending school j if the student was enrolled in school j at

20Note that because we condition on individuals rank-ordered choice lists, and proximity to the school, our approach
is similar to Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) who assume that “any omitted variable bias afflicting OLS value-added esti-
mates is due either to spatial heterogeneity captured by distances to each school (Di) or to the preferences underlying
the rank-ordered lists submitted to the assignment mechanism.” (Page 1513). However, unlike Abdulkadiroğlu et al.
(2020) where additionally “noncompliance with the assignment mechanism, are presumed to be unrelated to potential
outcomes,” because we can observe both the initial assignment and the school attended, we do not rely on the
additional identifying assumption of random compliance.

21Noncompliance with the initial assignment may occur for two reasons. First, to allow principals at Government
Assisted schools (akin to charter schools in the U.S. or choice schools in the U.K.) some flexibility, principals at these
schools (which account for 20 percent of the student population) are allowed to replace as much as the bottom 20
percent of students tentatively assigned to their schools with any student of their choosing. After principals at Assisted
schools decide who they would like to admit (that are not on their tentative admit list), the MOE adjusts the initial
tentative assignments before making the official MOE placements (see Appendix A for a detailed description of this
process). The second source of noncompliance is that students may self-select and therefore not attend the schools to
which they are placed. Specifically, students (and parents) may attempt to transfer to schools other than their initial
placement or decide to attend a private school if they do not like their initial placement. While the first source of
noncompliance is specific to the Trinidad and Tobago context, the second would exist in most contexts. We suspect
that both sources of noncompliance would not be random and may be related to students’ potential outcomes which
would render estimated impacts based on attended schools without a convincing source of exogenous variation biased.

22This group of 25 schools constitute the omitted category in our estimation of individual school impacts.
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the time of writing the CSEC exams. Therefore, attended school j and assigned school τ are the
same for those who comply with the quasi-random assignment. While each attended school has
its own assignment instrument, all 133 school assignment indicators enter as regressors in each

of the 133 first stages denoted by (3). Since the θ̂
TOTIV
j are standardized to be mean zero and unit

variance, they provide an unbiased causal estimate of the effect of attending school j relative to the
average school in Trinidad and Tobago for those who comply with the assignment.

We implement the approach outlined above to estimate individual schools’ causal impacts on
several outcomes. These outcomes include multiple high-stakes test scores, low-stakes test scores,
school dropout, arrests by age 18, teen motherhood, and formal labor-market participation. Because
we have several test outcomes, we combine similar outcomes into indexes. We created a “High-
Stakes Exams” index by running a factor analysis (using the principal-component factor method)
on all the CSEC and CAPE outcomes and then predicting the first unrotated factor. Using this
same approach, we computed a “Low-Stakes Exams” index grouping both NCSE academic and
non-academic performance. Appendix Table B1 shows the individual outcomes that comprise each
index and the weights used to compute each index. No dropout by age 14, no live birth by age 19, no
arrests by age 18, and formal labor market participation each constitute their own single-outcome
index. All indexes were standardized to have zero mean and unit variance.

III.3 Testing the Functional Form Assumptions
In addition to satisfying the standard RD exclusion restrictions (which we show hold in Ap-

pendix A), our empirical strategy relies on two important functional form assumptions. The first
is the additive separability of choices and test scores (required for the difference in difference vari-
ation), and the second is that school effects are additive (required for us to be able to compare
all school estimates to each-other). In this section, we describe empirical tests of these two key
assumptions and show that these two conditions hold in our setting.

Additive Separability of Choices and Test Scores I: Regression Discontinuity Variation vs.
All Variation: Our estimation approach (using some of the difference-in-difference variation) relies
on the assumption that the impacts of choices and scores are additive. To show that our estimates
are not driven by this assumption, we validate our school estimates (that use all the variation)
using only the local RD variation through the cutoffs that do not rely on the assumption that test
scores and choices are additively separable. If the results using all the variation are similar to those
obtained using only the RD variation right around the cutoffs, it would indicate that (a) this additive
assumption is valid and that (b) our estimated school effects are not driven by this assumption.
Indeed, we show this.

Specifically, for each school in each year, we estimate the RD effect of scoring above the rule-
based assignment cutoff for that school in that year. As pointed out in Kirkeboen et al. (2016), this
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is the difference in school quality between attending the preferred school versus attending the set
of counterfactual schools for those applying to that school in that year. We also obtain an estimate
of the effect of scoring above the cutoff on the impact of the attended school (i.e., θ̂

TOTIV
j ) relative

to that of the same set of counterfactual schools.23 If our school IV estimates reflect the causal
impact of attending school j relative to the average school, then the RD effect on actual outcomes
should be similar to the RD effect on our estimated IV school impacts.24 To show this, we regress
the RD effects on actual outcomes on the RD effects on the estimated IV school impacts and test if
the estimated slope is statistically indistinguishable from 1. We first implement this test using the
raw school effects. Following Hastings et al. (2015), to account for noisiness in the RD estimated
effects, we weight each RD estimate by the inverse of its squared standard error. Additionally,
to account for estimation errors in the RD effects on school impacts, we implement Empirical
Bayes estimates of each cutoff effect.25 The binned scatter-plot, pooled across outcomes (Figure 2)
presents the relationship for the raw school impacts (left) and the Empirical Bayes estimates (right)
– the conclusions are the same. Using the raw estimates the estimated slope coefficient is 1.01, and
the test that this is different from 1 yields a p-value of 0.974. The slopes using the Empirical Bayes
estimates (with or without weights) are close to 1, and both yield p-values well above 0.5.26 This
indicates that our IV estimates are valid under the weaker RD identifying assumptions.

Additive Separability of Choices and Test Scores II: Robustness to Interactions: The test
above shows that the RD variation (which does not require additive separability) yields very similar
results to those based on all the variation – indicating that the assumption of additive separability
is satisfied in our setting. To further assess the extent to which interactions between test scores and

23All RD estimated effects of scoring above the cutoff for each school in each year use the optimal bandwidths
derived from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012).

24A similar test was implemented in Hastings et al. (2015) and Beuermann and Jackson (2020). This is also similar
in spirit to the random assignment validation of school value-added in Deming et al. (2014). See Appendix C for
further discussion of this test.

25Specifically, for any particular outcome, the predicted RD effect for school j is the weighted difference in estimated
school impacts between those just above and below the cutoff for school j. We can express the estimated parameter
as ζ̂

θ̂ j
= ∑k∈A ak(θ̂k)−∑k∈B bk(θ̂k) = ∑k∈A ak(θk + εk)−∑k∈B bk(θk + εk), where A is the set of schools the students

attend above the cutoff, B the set of schools the students attend below the cutoff, ak and bk the proportions in which they
do so and εk the estimation error for the school impact θk. If we assume that the school impacts are not independent
within each cutoff, but that the estimation errors are, we can approximate the variance of this estimated parameter
as Var(ζ̂

θ̂ j
) = ∑ukσ2

θ
+∑vlmCovθ +∑wkSE2

k , where σ2
θ

is given by the magnitude of the school impacts, Covθ is

approximated by the covariance between each pair of schools the students applied to and SE2
k is given by the square

of the standard error of the school impact. If we also include the squared standard error of the RD estimate, SE
ζ̂

, the
reliability ratio of our RD estimate is given by

λ j =
∑ukσ2

θ
+∑vlmCovθ

(∑ukσ2
θ
+∑vlmCovθ )+(∑wkSE2

k +SE2
ζ̂
)

(4)

Our Empirical Bayes estimate of the predicted effect of cutoff j is therefore [λ j× ζ̂
θ̂ j
]

26With no adjustment for errors, the slope is 0.74 and one fails to reject that the slope differs from 1 at the 5% level.
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choices is a problem in our setting, we estimate models with interactions between test scores and
flexible function of choices. We then compare the 2SLS effects we obtain with these interactions
to those that we obtain without them (summarized in Appendix C). In all cases, the correlations
between the resulting effects is close to 1. That is, consistent with the validation test above, our
results are not driven by the assumption of additive separability of choices and test scores.

Additivity of the School Effects: As mentioned above, our ability to compare all schools to all
other schools relies on the assumption that the effect of schools is additive. We show that this is
the case. We define the parameter θ IT T

m,k as the effect of being assigned to school m relative to being
assigned to school k. If school effects are additive, then θ IT T

m,k = θ IT T
m,l + θ IT T

l,k . If school effects
are not additive, then this condition will generally not hold. As such, to test for additivity, we
implement the sample analog of this test. That is, we test whether θ̂ IT T

m,k = θ̂ IT T
m,l + θ̂ IT T

l,k .

To do this, for each pair of schools m and k, we restrict the data to students that had both schools
in their choices. We then estimate equation (5), where Im is an indicator for being assigned to school
m, and I6=m,k is an indicator connoting assignment to a school other than school m or school k. 27

Y = Im ·θ IT T
m,k + I6=m,k ·θ IT T

n,k + f (SEA)+λc +X′δ +Ct + ε (5)

In equation (5), because the omitted school assignment is school k, θ IT T
m,k captures the effect of

being assigned to school m relative to school k. We then find all intermediate schools l such that
θ̂

IT Tsum
m,k = θ̂ IT T

m,l + θ̂ IT T
l,k can be computed. As is typical in the value-added literature, because we

will use this sum of estimates as a regressor, we form Empirical Bayes estimates by multiplying
each raw sum of effects θ̂

IT Tsum
m,k by an estimate of their reliability λ̂m,k.28 That is, our Empirical

Bayes estimate of the indirect effect is λ̂mkθ̂
IT Tsum
m,k . Using (7) we test whether β = 1, to implement

a formal test of additivity of school effects.

θ̂
IT T
m,k = α +β [λ̂mkθ̂

IT Tsum
m,k ]+ ε (7)

27Estimated standard errors are clustered at the assigned school level.
28Where σ2

θsum
is the variance of the sum of the two school effects to create the indirect estimate, and σ2

e,sum is the
variance of the estimation error for the indirect effect, the reliability ratio of our indirect school effect can be written as

λmk =
σ2

θsum

σ2
θsum

+σ2
e,sum

(6)

Assuming that the estimation errors are uncorrelated across schools, our empirical estimate of σ2
e,sum is (SE2

ˆθml
+SE2

ˆθlk
).

If we make the additional standard assumption that the estimation errors are uncorrelated with the true effects, then the
total variance of the estimated indirect school effects is σ2

θ̂sum
= σ2

θ sum +E(SE
θ̂
)2, where E(SE

θ̂
)2 is the sum of the

squared expected standard errors SE
θ̂ml

and SE
θ̂lk

, which are approximated by the mean standard error of the estimates
(alternatively, we also approximated them with the median standard error of the estimates yielding equivalent results
shown in Appendix C). By subtracting our estimates of E(SE

θ̂
)2 from the overall variance of the estimated indirect

effects, we can estimate σ2
θ sum. To create our estimated reliability ratio, we replace the parameters in (6) with the

empirical estimates of these parameters (Kane and Staiger, 2008).
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We implement this test on sets of school pairs that have at least 100 observations assigned to
school m, school k, or school l across all years – this corresponds to about 15 observations per
school per year. A scatterplot of the direct estimates against the indirect estimate (i.e., the sum)
are presented in Figure 3. The datapoints line up remarkably well along the 45 degree line. If we
focus on more precisely estimated school effects with 150 observations, the estimated unweighted
slope is 1.03 and is 0.97 when weighted by the inverse of the sum of the number of observations.
In all cases, the null hypothesis that the effects are additive (i.e. β = 1) is not rejected. This is
strong evidence that our school effects are additive. Note that this does not rule out the existence of
all match effects (Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020; Kirkeboen et al. 2016) but it does show that (a) any
potential match effects do not bias our estimates in an appreciable way, and (b) our interpretation
of school effects as reflecting the average relative effect that parents can expect for their kid as a
result from attending school j is valid.

IV Magnitude of the School Impacts
To assess the magnitude of the school impacts on each outcome, we estimate the standard

deviation of these impacts. Because the school effects are estimated with error and noise, simply
reporting the variance of the estimated effect would overstate the magnitude of schools’ actual
impacts. As is common practice in the school and teacher effects literatures (e.g., Kane and Staiger
2008; Chetty et al. 2014), to account for this, we rely on the correlations between school effects
across years to identify the variance of schools persistent effects. Following Jackson (2013), we
do this in two steps. First we estimate the IV impacts of each school in even years (θ̂ TOTIV

j,even ) and
in odd years (θ̂ TOTIV

j,odd ). Let p ∈ {even,odd}. These even and odd year school estimates contain a
permanent school effect (θ TOT

j ) and a transitory effect (µ jp). In a second step, under the assumption
of joint normality of these components and the covariance structure in (8), we uncover Maximum
Likelihood estimates of the variance of the persistent school impacts (σ2

θ TOT
j

) and of the transitory

school impacts (σ2
µ jp

).

[
θ TOT

j

µ jp

]
∼ N

0,

 σ2
θ TOT

j
IJ 0

0 σ2
µ jp

IM

 (8)

Table 2 reports estimates of the standard deviation of the persistent school impacts for each
outcome along with their 95 percent confidence intervals.29 To aid interpretation, all outcomes are
coded so that higher values reflect better outcomes.

High-stakes exams: The persistent school effects for the high-stakes dimension have a standard

29To be conservative, we exclude outlier schools with estimates lying 4σ away from the median. In Appendix C, we
show estimates of the transitory school impacts, and also estimates with and without removing outliers.
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deviation of 0.39 (with a 95% confidence interval between 0.35 and 0.45). This indicates that
attending a school at the 85th percentile of the impact distribution compared to attending a school at
the median would increase high-stakes test performance by approximately 0.39 standard deviations.
These estimated school impact sizes are larger than those found for school impacts on test scores
in North Carolina (Jackson 2013; Deming 2014), and than those of attending Promise Academy in
the Harlem Children’s Zone (Dobbie and Fryer, 2015); but on the same order of magnitude as that
of attending Boston urban charter schools (Angrist et al., 2013).

Low-stakes exams: The magnitude of the school impacts on high-stakes and low-stakes tests
are very similar. The standard deviation of the persistent school effect on the low-stakes index is
0.41 (with a 95% confidence interval between 0.36 and 0.47). That is, attending a school at the 85th
percentile of the impact distribution compared to a school at the median would increase low-stakes
test performance by approximately 0.41 standard deviations.

Dropout: The first non-test-score outcome we examine is dropout. Because all students take
the NCSE exams around age 14, our measure of dropout is not being registered for the NCSE
exams. To aid interpretation, we present the standard deviation of school impacts on the binary
outcomes directly in the lower panel (as opposed to the impacts on the standardized outcome in the
top panel). The estimated standard deviation of the persistent school impacts is 0.036 – indicating
that attending a school at the 85th percentile of the impact distribution compared to attending a
school at the median would reduce high school dropout by approximately 3.6 percentage points.
Our estimated impact of attending a school with 1σ higher impact on dropout is smaller than that
of attending a charter high school (Booker et al., 2011) or winning a lottery to a choice school in
North Carolina (Deming et al., 2014). As such, our estimates are conservative relative to what one
might expect based on existing studies.30

Crime: We present estimated school impacts on having any arrest by age 18 in the lower panel
(as opposed to the crime index in the top panel). The standard deviation of the persistent school
effects is 0.016 which means that being assigned to a school at 85th percentile of the impact distri-
bution as opposed to the median would reduce the likelihood of being arrested as a teenager by 1.6
percentage points. Relative to the average arrest rate of 3.3 percent, this is almost a fifty-percent
reduction in teen arrests. Coincidentally, Deming (2011) finds that winning a lottery to attend a bet-
ter school reduced arrests among high-risk youth by about fifty percent. The 95 percent confidence
interval does not include zero so that these school impacts are real and persistent over time.

Teen motherhood: The standard deviation of the persistent school effects on teen motherhood
is 0.035. The 95 percent confidence interval is between 0.02 and 0.06. Going from a school at the
median to one at the 85th percentile of the impact distribution would reduce teen live births by 3.5

30The charter school and choice school literatures find impacts on high school completion between 10 and 15 per-
centage points. Our estimates suggest that these choice schools may be as much as 2σ above the typical school.
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percentage points. While there are many studies of the impact of teen motherhood on schooling,
we believe that this is the first study to examine the extent to which individual schools have causal
impacts on teen motherhood.31 Given that the teen live birth rate is around 10 percent on average,
these represent economically important relative impacts.

Labor market participation: The final outcome we examine is participating in the formal la-
bor market. We examine school effects on the likelihood that a student is observed with positive
earnings in the formal labor market (i.e. contributing to the national social security system). To aid
interpretation, we present estimated school impacts on this binary outcome in the lower panel. The
standard deviation of the persistent school effects on this outcome is 0.036 (with a 95% confidence
interval between 0.029 and 0.044). Going from a school at the median of the impact distribution to
one at the 85th percentile would increase the likelihood of being formally employed by about 3.6
percentage points. This impact is economically meaningful.

The fact that schools have economically meaningful impacts on an array of different outcomes is
not surprising. However, the policy implications of this result depends on the extent to which these
school impacts are all well-measured by a school’s impact on high-stakes exams. If school impacts
across these outcomes are highly correlated, then school impacts on high stakes exams would
identify those schools that will improve life outcomes. Using these estimates to inform policy (such
as allocating funds, school closures, or rewards) would likely improve all outcomes. However, if
those schools that improve high-stakes exams are a different set of schools than those that improve
labor market participation or those that reduce crime, it would mean that commonly used test-
based measures of school quality are incomplete. In such a scenario, using school impacts on high
stakes exams to inform policy could have deleterious impacts on other outcomes and could lead
to multitasking problems (Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991). We examine the relationship between
school impacts across these different outcomes below.

IV.1 Is School Quality Unidimensional?
Many recent education policy (e.g., No Child Left Behind in the U.S. or League Tables in

the U.K.) are predicated on the idea that schools that raise test scores are better schools. While
this may be true on average, if school quality is multidimensional, school impacts on test scores
may not capture impacts on important dimensions of quality. To assess this, we present scatter
plots of the estimated school impacts on high stakes test scores and other outcomes. In Figure 4,
the correlations appear to be generally low – suggesting that test scores may not capture multiple
dimensions of school quality. However, because the school effects are estimated with error, the
correlations between the estimated school effects across outcomes will understate the correlations

31In related work, Jackson (2019) finds that converting existing coeducation school to single-sex reduced the teen
birth rate by about 4 percentage points. Also, Beuermann and Jackson (2020) find that attending a preferred school in
Barbados decreases the teen motherhood rate by about 6 percentage points.
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between the true school effects.

To account for disattenuated correlations due to estimation errors in the estimated school effects,
we obtain Maximum Likelihood estimates of the true correlations between each pair of outcomes
(as in Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020). Following the notation in equation (8), consider two outcomes
1 and 2 so that θ TOT

1 j is the effect of school j on outcome 1 and θ TOT
2 j is the effect of school j on

outcome 2. Similarly, µ1 jp and µ1 jp are the transitory effects of school j on outcomes 1 and 2.
Under the assumption that the effects on outcomes 1 and 2 follow a joint normal distribution as in
equation (9), one can estimate the correlation (net of estimation errors) between the effect on any
two outcomes 1 and 2, (that is, ρ12), by Maximum Likelihood.


θ TOT

1 j

θ TOT
2 j

µ1 jp

µ2 jp

∼ N

0,


σ2

θ TOT
1 j

IJ ρ12IJ 0 0

ρ12IJ σ2
θ TOT

2 j
IJ 0 0

0 0 σ2
µ1 jp

IM 0

0 0 0 σ2
µ2 jp

IM



 (9)

Table 3 presents correlations between school impacts on the six outcomes. The correlations
between school impacts across dimensions are modest – suggesting that different schools are good
at improving different student outcomes. Focusing on high stakes test score impacts, school im-
pacts on high-stakes tests score do not explain large shares of school effect on the other outcomes.
The correlation between school impacts on the high-stakes and low-stakes exam indexes is only
0.06. While this may seem low, recall that in addition to the difference in stakes, the low stakes
exams include non-academic subjects such as physical education and home economics. Indeed, the
correlation between school impacts on the high-stakes exams and the low-stakes academic exams
is 0.25, while that for the low-stakes non-academic exams is -0.05 (Appendix Table B2). The cor-
relation with dropout is 0.26, and the correlation with being formally employed is 0.19 (Table 3,
column 1 - unweighted). This suggests that schools that improve high-stakes exams are associated
with relatively small improvements in these other outcomes. The correlations between performance
on high-stakes and the absence of teen motherhood and arrests are positive, but moderate (0.13 and
0.47 respectively). This suggests that schools that improve high-stakes exams performance also
tend to improve these outcomes, on average, but that only about 22.1 percent (i.e. 0.47 x 0.47 =
0.221) of the variation in school impacts on reduced arrests can be explained by effects on high-
stakes exams, and vice versa. While this may seem low, a disconnect between school impacts on
high-stakes and other outcomes like low-stakes exams and crime has been documented in other
settings (e.g. Mbiti et al. 2019; Deming 2011).
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IV.2 Accounting For Differences by Incoming Achievement
The results thus far are based on the average school effects among those enrolled at each school.

One may wonder if our conclusions that (a) there are large school effects on a broad set of outcomes,
and (b) that school effects on high-stakes exams are only weakly related to school impacts on other
outcomes may change if we allowed for heterogeneity in school effects for students of different
incoming achievement. We explore this possibility here, and show that all the conclusions are the
same in models that account for differential school impacts by incoming preparedness.

Magnitude of School Effects by Incoming Achievement:

One may wonder if the magnitudes of school effects for the average student at the school, might
overstate or understate the magnitude of school effects for particular students. For example, one
might expect that school effects on dropout are larger for low-achieving students on the margin
of dropout than for the average student. To asses this, where pcti is the percentile of student i in
the SEA distribution, we estimate each school’s IV treatment effects (θ TOT

j ) while weighting each

observation by (1+ (X−pcti)2

100 )−1. This puts heavy weight on students with incoming scores close to
the X th percentile and lower weight on those far away from that percentile. This results in school
effect estimates that are largely representative of students at the X th percentile of the incoming
achievement distribution. With these weighted estimates (in even and odd years) we compute the
Maximum Likelihood estimate of the magnitude of school impacts on different outcomes for those
at the bottom or top of the incoming achievement distribution.

The last three columns of Table 2 report estimates of the standard deviation of persistent school
effects for students at the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of the incoming achievement distribution
respectively. There are large persistent school effects for all outcomes at all percentiles. The mag-
nitudes of the school effects are similar at different points of the incoming test score distribution
for most outcomes, but tend to be larger at the bottom end of the distribution. This pattern of larger
effects for students at the lower end of the incoming achievement distribution is most pronounced
for dropout and teen motherhood. For students at the bottom of the test score distribution, going
from a school at the 85th percentile to the median of the impact distribution would lead to an 11
percentage point decrease in dropout and a 7.5 percentage point reduction in teen births – much
larger effects than at the average or the 75th percentile. This likely reflects the fact that students
with low incoming test scores are most likely to be marginal for these two outcomes and therefore
more responsive to school quality differences for these two outcomes. In sum, while we do find
some evidence that school effects are larger for those at the lower end of the incoming achievement
distribution (particularly for dropout and teen motherhood), we document considerable school im-
pacts at all points in the distribution of incoming achievement.
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Correlations of School Effects Across Outcomes by Incoming Achievement:

The fact that we use the average school impacts (among attendees) may also affect the reported
correlations. Specifically, the low correlations for school impacts across outcomes could reflect stu-
dents who are marginal for different outcomes attending different schools. For example, suppose
only low-achieving students are marginal for high school dropout, while only high-achieving stu-
dents are marginal for high-stakes exams. Also, suppose that school A only admits high achievers
and B low achievers. Even if both schools have the same potential impacts on dropout and high-
stakes exams, school A will appear to improve high-stakes exams while school B will only appear
to influence dropout.32 To assess this possibility, we use the weighted value-added estimates to ob-
tain the Maximum Likelihood estimates of the correlations of school impacts across outcomes for
students at different points in the achievement distribution. By weighting the school value-added
estimates at the same point in the achievement distribution for all outcomes, we ensure that the
resulting correlation of school impacts across outcomes is not due to differences in the students
being compared, but rather due to differences in school impacts (for the same set of students).

We present the Maximum Likelihood estimated correlations between the value added estimates
of high-stakes and other outcomes when we center the weights at the 25th and the 75th percentiles
of the SEA distribution in the middle and bottom panels of Table 3. Using weights centered on
the 25th percentile does increase the correlations between high stakes test impacts and some of
the other outcomes. The correlation with low stakes exams goes from 0.06 to 0.20, with teen
motherhood increases from 0.07 to 0.23 and with formal employment increases slightly from 0.19
to 0.25. Using weights centered on the 75th percentile reduces the correlations between high stakes
test impacts and no dropout from 0.26 to 0.16. Taken together, the results do not support the notion
that these low correlations are mainly due to different schools serving students who are marginal for
different outcomes. That is, even using this re-weighting, none of the correlations with high stakes
exam impacts is greater than 0.5 – suggesting that the low correlations reflect different schools
having impacts on different outcomes.

Overall, the patterns in Table 2 and Table 3 indicate that (a) schools have economically mean-
ingful impacts on a range of outcomes and (b) impacts on these different dimensions are not very
strongly related. This suggests that school impacts on no single outcome can serve as a “sum-
mary measure” for the quality of that school. As such, the extent to which parents choose different

32Imagine two schools. Both schools have effect 1 on high stakes and 1 on dropout. However, only students below
60 have a dropout effect and only student above 40 have a high stakes effect. School 1 ability is uniformly distributed
between 0 and 60. In this scenario, the effect on high-stakes for the average admit to school 1 is [1 for 33% of students
above 40] = 0.33. Also, the effect on dropout for the average admit to school 1 is [1 for all students] = 1. In contrast,
School 2 ability is uniformly distributed between 40 and 100. As such, the effect on high-stakes for the average admit
to school 1 is [1 for all 100% of students] = 1. Also, the effect on dropout for the average admit to school 1 is [1 for
33% of students below 60] = 0.33. In this highly stylized example, the correlations between the effects would be -1
even though they would have the same effect had they admitted the same students.
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schools for their children may have to do with the extent to which they value school impacts on
different dimensions. We showed that school impacts on non-academic dimensions are economi-
cally meaningful and large. As such, the fact that parents may not choose schools that improve test
scores (e.g. Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) and MacLeod and Urquiola (2015)) may reflect parents
choosing schools that improve other outcomes (that are weakly related to test score impacts). We
explore these possibilities in Section V.

V Estimating Preferences for Schools
In this section we will use the average school impact estimates and the set of secondary school

choices to examine (a) the extent to which parents choose schools based on their causal impacts,
and (b) explore the extent to which they choose schools with casual impacts on outcomes other
than high-stakes tests. We use a modified exploded multinomial logistic model (also known as
rank-ordered multinomial logit) to estimate the relationship between different school attributes
(including their estimated causal impacts) and choices. As in all studies of this type (e.g. Avery
et al. 2013; Burgess et al. 2015; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020; Hastings et al. 2006), we infer that
parents “value” or “prefer” a school attribute if they are more likely to choose schools and rank
schools more highly with that attribute. Even though our main findings are robust across several
models and to inclusion of a rich set of controls (as we will show), as in other studies of parent
choices (e.g. Burgess et al. 2015; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020; Hastings et al. 2006) we cannot
entirely rule out that there are unobserved determinants of parent choices that affect our results.

V.1 A Model of School Choices
For ease of exposition, we assume one parent per child. We derive the choice probability from

the utility-maximizing behavior of parent i ∈ N, on behalf of student i ∈ N. Parents choose a finite
number (R) of schools among all schools in the nation. Each school is indexed by j ∈ J. The utility
parent i derives from student i attending each school alternative j has the following general form:

Ui j =U(Xi,Zi j,εi j) = δ (Xi,Zi j)+ εi j (10)

where U(·) is the function mapping school attributes and student characteristics to utility values
Ui j, Xi are observed student characteristics, Zi j are observed school-specific attributes that may
vary at the student i level (such as proximity to primary school), and εi j is a random error.

The school choice set is the same for all parents (i.e., J(i) = J ∀i), and each parent submits a
single ranked-ordered list. Let U ris

i j indicate the utility parent i gets from school j that they ranked
in position s (ri = s), so that U ri1

i j is their utility for the school ranked first, U ri2
i j is their utility for the

school ranked second, and so on. Let U ri /0
i j indicate the utility parent i gets from attending school j

that they did not rank. Under the algorithm used to assign students to schools, among the ranked
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schools, parents have incentives to truthfully reveal their preference rankings (Haeringer and Klijn
2009; Pathak and Sönmez 2013). If parents make rational choices then:

U ria
i j >U rib

ik ∀k 6= j ∈ J, a < b and b 6= /0 : Parent i prefers their a-ranked school over any other
school k ranked below.

One can rely only on comparisons within the set of submitted choices to infer preferences about
school (e.g. Avery et al. (2013) and Beuermann and Jackson (2020)). In Appendix E, we show
that our main result are similar in standard rank-ordered logit models based only on the choices
submitted. However, comparisons made only among chosen schools can potentially be misleading
about particular attributes if the set of choices is not random. To see this, imagine that all parents
chose four schools that are very close to home. If one were to look only within the set of schools
listed, one might infer that proximity is unrelated to choices when the opposite is true. To avoid
this problem, one must compare choices made (or at least one of the choices made) against all

possible choices (e.g. Hastings et al. (2009), or make assumptions about the set of options that
could have been chosen (e.g. Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020)). We follow the less restrictive approach
that requires fewer assumptions, and compare the top choice to all the un-chosen schools.

When parents are unconstrained in the number of schools they can list, then the top choice is
the most preferred school of all possible schools, that is U ri1

i j > Uik ∀k 6= j ∈ J (Roth and Oliveira
Sotomayor, 1992).33 However, when the number of allowed school choices is limited, parents may
act strategically so that the top listed choice is not necessarily the school they prefer. Specifically,
Chade and Smith (2006) demonstrate that when the number of choices is limited, it is rational for
parents to maximize the expected value of the set of choices, where the expected value of applying
to a set of schools is a function of both the ex-post utility of attending the listed schools and the
likelihoods of being admitted to those schools.34 They point out that when listing a finite set of
schools, it is rational to trade-off the ex-post utility associated with attending a school against the
probability of being admitted. As such, the top choice school may not be the school with the highest
ex-post utility, but rather will be the school with the highest ex-post utility given the probability of

admission. As is proven formally in Chade and Smith (2006), if a parent’s ex-post most preferred
school (i.e. the school with the highest Ui j) is not the top choice, it must be because the probability
of admission to that ex-post preferred school is too low. A useful empirical prediction from Chade
and Smith (2006) is that even with strategic choices so long as the parents are rational, conditional
on the probability of admission, the top choice school must have higher ex-post utility than any
unranked school. Where pi j is the probability that student i is admitted to school j, this yields

33Many papers assume that this condition holds without testing it explicitly even when choices are constrained.
34When there are finite choices, as in our setting, with a limit of up to four schools to list, rational agents will choose

the portfolio of four schools that as a whole provide the greatest expected utility. Once this set of schools is decided,
they will order them by ex-post utility (as above).
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U ri1
i j |pi j > U ri /0

ik |pik∀k 6= j ∈ J: Conditional on the admission probabilities, parent i prefers
their first-ranked school over any school not in the submitted set of choices.

The expression above suggests that if one had measures of the admission probabilities for each
student at each school, one could condition on these probabilities and infer ex-post preferences
across all schools based on the choices. The two conditions above suggest that, where Ri is the
maximum number of alternatives ranked by parent i, assuming rational choices, the probability that
a parent i submits a particular ranking on over all schools is given by equation (11) below.

Prob[ri1,ri2, . . . ,Ri] = Pr
[
(U ri1

i j |pi j >U ri /0
ik |pik∀k 6= j ∈ J)

∩(U ri1
i j >U rim

ik ,1 < m,∀m ∈ {2, . . . ,Ri})∩ . . .∩ (U
riRi−1
i j >U

riRi
ik )

] (11)

V.2 Modified Exploded Multinomial Logistic Model
Equation (11) defines the likelihood of observing a set of choices as a function of parent utilities

for schools and random errors. We make some assumptions on the form of Ui j and the distribution
of εi j to use the observed choices to infer parental preferences for school attributes. Following
Hastings et al. (2009) and Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020), we assume that the choices are rational and
we parametrize δi j as a linear-in-parameters function of the school characteristics

Ui j = β
′Zi j + εi j (12)

where β is a vector of deterministic components of school preferences. We further assume that
εi j is distributed i.i.d extreme value, that is F(εi j) = e−e(−εi j). Under this standard distributional
assumption (see Train (2009) and McFadden (1973)), the probability that a parent i submits a
particular ranking on over all schools (i.e. Equation (11)) is simply a product of standard logit
formulas. That is, where pi j is the probability of admission for student i to school j, and parameter
vector β = [β1,π], the probability that parent i chooses the ranking {ri1,ri2, . . . ,Ri} is:

Prob[ri1,ri2, . . . ,Ri] =
exp(β ′1Zri1

i j +π pi j)

exp(β ′1Zri1
i j +π pi j)+∑

J−Ri
k=1 exp(β ′1Zri /0

ik +π pik)

·
exp(β ′1Zri1

i j )

∑
Ri
k=1 exp(β ′1Zrik

ik )
. . .

exp(β ′1ZriR−1
i j )

exp(β ′1ZriR−1
i j )+ exp(β ′1Z

riRi
ik )

Accordingly, the log likelihood of observing all the choices lists can be written as:

logL(β ) =
N

∑
i=1

log li(β ) =
N

∑
i=1

log
(
Prob[ri1,ri2, . . . ,Ri]

)
. (13)
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One can obtain estimated preferences for school attributes βk by estimating this model by maximum
likelihood (i.e. finding the β vector that maximizes this expression).

Our model is conceptually similar to others in the literature but there are two key differences.
First, we include an additional choice to the standard exploded logit model: In our first pseudo-
observation, the individual chooses her first-ranked school over the set of all unranked schools
in Trinidad and Tobago. As discussed above, including this additional first pseudo-observation
allows us to anchor each individual’s choices to a common set of schools for all parents – making
the choices and preferences comparable across individuals. The second key difference is that,
as informed by the theory, when comparing the top choice to all unranked choices, we include
the admission probability as a covariate in the model, but we do not include it when comparing
schools within the chosen list.35 These two modifications to the conventional multinomial logit
model allows us to anchor each individual’s choice set while also explicitly accounting for strategic
behaviors.36 Our main conclusions are the same in more restrictive models that do not include the
additional pseudo-observation or account for admission probabilities (See Appendix E).

V.3 Estimating Admission Probabilities
When we compare the top choice school to all un-chosen schools, we account for the probabil-

ity that student i would have been assigned to each school j had they applied. In many research
settings, this probability is difficult to uncover. Fortunately, because we have many years of admis-
sions data and students are assigned to schools based on a known algorithm, we can approximate
this probability with the historical likelihood that student i would have scored above the cutoff for
school j given their own incoming SEA score. We report these assignment probabilities for four
different schools by the percentile of incoming SEA scores in Figure 5. School 9 is a very selective
secondary school. Across all years, no student below the 82nd percentile scored above the cuttoff
for that school and all students above the 92nd percentile did. We show similar figures for less se-
lective schools in other panels. Depending on their incoming SEA score, students may be marginal
admits for some schools (predicted probabilities greater than zero and less than 1), be virtually
guaranteed assignment at some schools, and have virtually no chance at others.

Because there is uncertainly for any student regarding their exact score, we compute the like-
lihood that student i is within “striking distance” of a given cutoff as follows: For each school in
each year and each SEA score, we code the “rough” likelihood as 0 if the score was more than 5

35Our main results are robust to including the admission probabilities in all comparisons. Also, our main results are
robust to excluding the admission probabilities entirely.

36Our model differs from Hastings et al. (2005) and Hastings et al. (2006) in that it uses a version of the exploded
logit model with fixed coefficients, instead of estimating random coefficients by using mixed logit utility models.
Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) use the rank-ordered multinomial logit model to estimate a single measure of each school’s
popularity separately for different covariate cells, whereas we use the modified version of the same model to estimate
average population preferences for different school attributes.
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percentile points below the cutoff; 0.5 if it was within 5 percentiles of the cutoff; and 1 if it was
above the cutoff by more than 5 percentiles. We then compute the probability of student i with a
particular SEA score being assigned to school j (pi j) as the average of these “rough” likelihoods
for that SEA score across all years (excluding the year when the student actually applied). We also
show these probabilities for the selected schools in Figure 5. So long as students are somewhat
aware of these relationships based on historical precedent, our estimated probabilities proxy for the
real admission probabilities used when making choices.

V.4 Choice Parameter Estimates
We examine whether parents express preferences for schools based on their impacts on aca-

demic and non-academic dimensions, above and beyond easily observed school attributes. We use
the average school impacts in our choice model as predictors of choices. This is motivated by the
fact that, for all outcomes except dropout, the average estimated school impacts are very highly
correlated with the school impacts estimated for those at the bottom and the top of the incoming
achievement distribution (Table 4). As such, the average school estimates represent meaningful
differences in school impacts for all incoming achievement levels, and reflect real differences in
school impacts that parents may value. It is worth noting that insofar as the average school im-
pacts are inaccurate measures of school impacts for particular kinds of students (i.e., there are large
match effects in unobserved dimensions), it would bias our results toward zero – making it less

likely to find any association between choices and estimated school impacts. As such, even if there

were considerable match effects in dimensions other than incoming achievement, any systematic
relationships we find between choices and school impacts would reflect real relationships.

Our full estimation sample includes 312,420 households making school choice decisions. We
estimate choice models separately for each (SEA score ventile)×(gender) cell to allow preferences
to vary based on the student’s gender and incoming achievement. Estimated standard errors are
adjusted for clustering at the school-district level. Because the point estimates of the modified ex-
ploded multinomial logistic model are not easily interpretable, we report on the relative magnitudes
and statistical significance of the estimated coefficients. Except for the natural log of distance to
school, all attributes have been standardized to be mean zero and unit variance. We present results
from two main models; (a) a Impacts Only Model (which includes schools’ causal impact estimates
for all outcomes, peer quality, and log distance), and (b) a Full Model that includes schools’ causal
impact estimates for all outcomes, the school-level averages for all the outcomes, peer quality, and
log distance. All specifications include control variables for whether the secondary school is on the
same island, whether it is all-girls, whether it is all-boys, and the estimated “rough” likelihoods of
school admission (but only when comparing the top choice to all unranked schools).

Before discussing the relationship between school impacts and school choices, we investigate
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the importance of proximity, peer quality, and admission probabilities. The coefficient estimates
on distance for each cell are presented in the top panel of Figure 6. This figure reveals three key
patterns. First, all students rank closer schools more highly - for all cells the estimate on distance
is negative (with p-value<0.01). Second, parents of lower-achieving students are more responsive
to distance than those of higher-achieving students. Note that the patterns for the impacts only
models (left) and the full models (right) are largely the same – indicating that distance to school
is largely unrelated to other school attributes. Third, while parent choices for girls are somewhat
less sensitive to distance than that for choices for boys, the choices of parents of boys and girls are
similar within each achievement group (as evidenced by the overlapping confidence intervals).

A second key attribute when choosing a potential school is the average peer academic quality
(Hastings et al. 2005; Hastings et al. 2006; Hastings and Weinstein 2008). The middle panel of
Figure 6 shows the coefficients on the potential peers’ academic quality (the average SEA score
of the incoming cohort). In the impacts only model (left), one rejects that choices are unrelated to
peer achievement for almost every cell at the 5 percent level. This figure also reveals that parents
of girls are less responsive to peer quality than parents of boys. This gender difference is driven by
the fact that low-achieving boys and girls have similar responsiveness to peer quality, but higher-
ability boys are more responsive to peer quality than low-achieving boys (while there is a small
achievement gradient for girls). Estimated coefficients from the full model (right) fall by about 40
and 30 percent for females and males, respectively – suggesting that parents apparent preferences
for better peers outcomes may partially reflect preferences for better average outcomes.

The importance of proximity and peer quality in shaping the schooling decision is consistent
with other studies (e.g., Hastings et al. 2005; Abdulkadiroğlu et al. 2020). A comparison of the
coefficients on peer quality and proximity implies that, on average, increasing peer quality by
about 0.71 standard deviations (roughly the difference between a student’s top choice school and
the third choice school) is associated with the same difference in choices as doubling the distance
between the primary and secondary school. That is, the choice parameters imply that parents may
be willing to travel about 2.4 times farther to attend a secondary school with one standard deviation
higher incoming peer scores. The average distance is about 6 kilometers, so that this amounts to
travelling an additional 8.4 kilometers (or 5.5 miles) to attend a school with one standard deviation
higher peer achievement. While this is true on average, there is heterogeneity. Point estimates
suggest that parents of males and females in the bottom decile of the test score distribution may be
willing to increase travel distance by about 50 percent to attend a school with 1 standard deviation
higher peer quality. In contrast, point estimates imply that females in the top decile may be willing
to double their distance to attend a school with one standard deviation higher-achieving peers, and
males in the top decile would be willing to increase their distance more than threefold.

As discussed in Section V.3, a key conditioning variable in our analysis is the admission prob-
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ability. The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows the coefficients on the admission probability under
the two models. More desirable schools (for both observed and unobserved reasons) are those with
lower admission probabilities, by construction. As such, a negative coefficient on admission prob-
ability would indicate that there are unaccounted-for school attributes that are negatively correlated
with the admission probability. However, if the school attributes included accurately reflect those
dimensions of school quality that parents value, the coefficient on admission probability should be
positive. In the impacts only model the point estimates for all groups are positive – that is, con-
ditional on peer quality, proximity and impacts on key outcomes, parents are more likely to chose
schools to which their child is more likely to be admitted. In the full model, as expected, the coeffi-
cient on the admission probability becomes more positive (particularly for low-achieving students)
– indicating that schools that are more desirable tend to have better average outcomes. The fact
that the coefficient on the admission probability is positive for all groups provides empirical vali-
dation of the theoretical predictions from Chade and Smith (2006), and suggests that our included
variables capture much of the determinants of parents’ school choices.

V.4.1 Academic Outcomes

Parents in Trinidad and Tobago make similar choices to parents in other settings and appear
to make rational choices. We now turn to the importance of schools’ causal impacts. Figures 7
through 12 plot the estimates separately for each outcome. On the left panels, we plot coefficients
on schools causal impacts from the impacts only model. In the middle panels, we plot coefficients
on schools causal impacts from the full model (that also includes school level averages). In the
right panels, we plot the coefficients on school level average outcomes from the full model.

We first discuss preferences for school impacts on high-stakes exams. Figure 7 reveals three
patterns: (1) School impacts on high stakes exams influence the choices of many parents, but there
is considerable heterogeneity in this pattern, (2) The choices of parents of high-achieving students
are more strongly related to school impacts on high-stakes exams than those of parents of lower-
achieving students, and (3) at all levels of incoming achievement, the choices of girls’ parents
are more strongly related to school impacts on high-stakes exams than that of parents of boys.
These patterns are illustrated by the positive and significant relationship between the individual’s
score percentile and the coefficient magnitude (which is more pronounced for girls) in the left
panel of Figure 7. While one can reject that the choices of parents of higher-achieving students
are unrelated to school impacts on high-stakes exams (p-value<0.001), the figure also reveals that
parents of children with low incoming scores may not prefer schools that raise high-stake tests.
Among those in the bottom third of the incoming test-score distribution, parents are no more likely
to list a top choice school with higher high-stakes test-score impact – in fact the point estimates
are slightly negative. To put these point estimates in perspective, we compare the coefficients on
high-stakes impacts to that of the natural log of distance. For those in the top decile of incoming
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achievement, the estimates imply that parents of girls (conditional on average peer scores) may be
willing to travel more than three times farther, or about 18 kilometers farther, to attend a secondary
school at the 85th percentile of the high-stakes impact distribution than one at the median. Parents
of boys in the top decile of incoming scores, would be willing to travel about twice as far to attend
a secondary school at the 85th percentile of the high-stakes test scores effectiveness distribution
than one at the median. While not as responsive as parents of high-achieving girls, the choices of
parents of high-achieving boys are very strongly related to school impacts on high-stakes exams.

As we control for school averages (i.e average exam scores and that for other outcomes), the im-
portance of high-stakes exam impacts remains largely unchanged for girls and is somewhat weaker
for boys (Figure 7, middle). That is, even conditioning on peer quality and average high stakes
exams, the coefficient on high-stakes impacts remains positive and highly statistically significantly
different from zero for parents of high-achieving children– suggesting that these parents, on aver-
age, can distinguish causal effects from selection. This result stands in contrast to Abdulkadiroğlu
et al. (2020) who find that after conditioning on peer quality, parents do not appear to value school
impacts on school exit examination performance. We discuss possible reasons for these differences
in Section V.6. Looking at the school average high-stakes scores, there is little evidence that this
influences choices in the full model. It is important to keep in mind that these estimates are all
conditional on average incoming scores – indeed, in models without peer quality the coefficients
on average high-stakes scores are large and positive. As such, our results are not inconsistent with
Hastings et al. (2006) who find that parents value schools with better average outcomes, or with
MacLeod and Urquiola (2019) who argue that parents may value schools with better average out-
comes. However, our results do suggest that (at least in our setting) parents being more likely to
choose high-achieving schools may largely reflect a preference for higher-achieving peers.

Our next academic outcome is low-stakes exams. While there is strong evidence that certain
parents may prefer schools that raise high-stakes exam performance, there is little evidence that
parents value schools that improve low-stakes exam performance.37 Specifically, the results (Figure
8, left and middle) show insignificant estimates across the entire incoming achievement distribution
for both boys and girls. Moreover, these point estimates are much smaller in magnitude than those
for high-stakes exam impacts – further evidence that parents school choices are sensitive to schools’
high-stakes impacts but not to their low-stakes impacts. Looking at average outcomes, parent
choices are largely unrelated to better average performance on the low-stakes exam (conditional
on the averages of the other outcomes) (Figure 8, right). In Trinidad and Tobago, average school
outcomes on high-stakes exams are made public, while average school outcomes on low-stakes

37An insignificant or small estimated coefficient could indicate that either parents don’t value that particular school
attribute or, alternatively, that parents care about it but they don’t have enough information about it. We favor the
interpretation that an insignificant school feature does not play an important role in the schooling decision, remaining
agnostic about which reason is more likely to occur in each particular case.
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exams are not. As such, the results are consistent with parents discerning school impacts on high-
stakes exams but not on low-stakes exams. They are also consistent with such parents not caring
about school impacts on low-stakes tests precisely because they are low stakes.

Our final academic outcome is dropout. As with low-stakes exams, the patterns (Figure 9, left
and middle panels) suggest that parents are no more likely to chose schools that causally reduce
dropout. For none of the gender-by-achievement cells can one reject that the coefficient on dropout
impacts is zero. However, looking at dropout rates, the patterns suggest that low-achieving male
and female students are more likely to choose schools with low average dropout rates. See the pos-
itive and significant estimated coefficients at the bottom of the incoming achievement distribution
in the right panel. For females, the point estimates are positive for most of the achievement distri-
bution and one can reject that the estimates are zero for females in the bottom third of the incoming
achievement distribution. While one cannot reject that parents of males’ school choices are unre-
lated to dropout rates (conditional on the other average outcomes), the lowest-achieving males may
prefer schools with lower dropout rates. As with the low-stakes exams, school-level dropout rates
are not publicly reported. Moreover, unlike outcomes such as teen motherhood or arrests which
would be visible to classmates, school dropouts are absent and by their very nature difficult to ob-
serve. As such, school dropout rates and school impacts on dropout may be particularly difficult
for parents to observe and therefore respond to.

V.4.2 Non-Academic Outcomes

Next we examine how parents take into account school impacts on non-academic outcomes
when making school choices. Recall that all variables are coded so that positive values indicate
better outcomes. We start with teen motherhood. The patterns in Figure 10 reveal little association
between school choices and impacts on teen motherhood. Indeed, in the impacts only model the 95
percent confidence interval for all of the estimates include zero. In the full model that also includes
the teen motherhood rate (and the averages for all other outcomes), some of the point estimates for
females are negative and significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level. However, these
point estimates are modest compared to those for high-stakes value added, and most of the point
estimates cannot be distinguished from zero.

While the evidence on parental preferences for teen motherhood impacts is mixed, parents are

much more likely to choose schools with low average teen motherhood rates. Between two schools
with the same average academic performance and impacts on academic performance, parents prefer
schools with lower average teen motherhood rates (Figure 10, right). For most cells, the estimated
coefficients on average teen motherhood outcomes are statistically significant, and their magnitudes
are much larger than the average high-stakes exam performance coefficient, indicating that parents
may place greater value on the school’s average prevalence of high-risk adolescent behavior than on
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the average academic performance of the school. The notion that parents may value school safety
(or low risk schools) is not new, but this is the one of the first studies to document this rigorously in
a discrete-choice framework. The point estimates imply that the average parent would be willing
to increase their distance by about 53 percent to send their child to a school that was at the 85th

percentile of the average (non) teen motherhood distribution versus one at the median. These choice
patterns are even stronger for parents of high-achieving males. The estimates imply that parents of
males in the top decile of the achievement distribution may be willing to more than double their
distance to attend a school at the 85th percentile of the (non) teen motherhood distribution versus
one at the median. In sum, while there is little evidence that parents choose schools that have larger
impacts on teen motherhood (perhaps because they cannot observe or infer it), they do choose
schools that have low motherhood rates.

Another important non-academic measure is teen arrests. Unlike teen motherhood, the results
in Figure 11 reveal that parent choices are related to school impacts on teen arrests. This is driven
largely by parents of males and parents of high-achieving students (left panel). Males of almost all
incoming achievement levels choose schools that reduce crime, and this behaviour is stronger for
the higher-achieving males. One can reject that this relationship is zero for males above the 40th per-
centile of the incoming achievement distribution. In contrast, while the parents of higher-achieving
females are more likely to choose schools that reduce crime, one cannot reject null impacts for
girls in most achievement groups. Given that most arrests are of males, the fact that parents of
males are more responsive to school impacts on arrests than girls makes sense. Overall, parents
of the highest-achieving students appear to have the strongest preference for schools that causally
reduce crime. Point estimates suggest that parents of both boys and girls in the top decile may be
willing to increase their distance by about 130 percent (roughly 10 kilometers) to send their child
to a school that was at the 85th percentile of the (non) teen arrest impact distribution versus one at
the median. In fact, a comparison of the estimates for high-stakes exam impacts reveal that for the
parents of males below the 85th percentile, impacts on arrests matter more for choices than impacts
on high-stakes exams. This basic pattern is similar, but slightly attenuated, after controlling for
average arrest rates at the school (Figure 11, middle). Similar to parental choices regarding low-
risk schools, parents of all achievement levels choose schools with low teen arrest rates (Figure
11, right). This preference is somewhat larger for parents of females. These results, in conjunc-
tion with those for teen motherhood, suggest that parents prefer schools with a lower prevalence
of risky behaviors (conditional on peer achievement and average test score outcomes). The results
also indicate that parents may value schools that reduce these behaviours (i.e., arrests) in their own
children, even conditional on school impacts on academics and peer quality.

The last outcome we examine is formal employment at ages 27 and older. All parents choose
schools with positive causal impacts on employment (Figure 12, left). The point estimates indicate
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that, on average, parents would be willing to increase their distance by about 30 percent to send
their child to a school that was at the 85th percentile of the employment impacts distribution versus
one at the median. These patterns are noteworthy for two reasons. First, this is the first direct
demonstration that parents choose (i.e., prefer) schools that have causal impacts on formal employ-
ment (above and beyond peer quality and impacts on academic outcomes). Second, even though
choices for children in the bottom half of the incoming achievement distribution are largely unre-
lated to school impacts on high-stakes test scores, they are strongly related to school impacts on
formal adult employment – suggesting that for more than half of the population, school impacts on
employment may matter more than impacts on high-stakes exams. The estimates on employment
impacts are largely similar in models that include school average labor market participation rates
(Figure 12, middle). As with the other dimensions, the right panel of Figure 12 reveals that parents
also choose schools with higher average employment. Estimates suggest that, on average, parents
would be willing to increase their distance by about 50 percent to send their child to a school at
the 85th percentile of the formal employment distribution versus one at the median. Interestingly,
the implied preference for schools with higher average employment rates is larger for parents of
children at the lower end of the incoming achievement distribution.

In sum, we show that parents choose, and therefore likely value, schools that have higher causal
impacts on certain academic and non-academic outcomes. We show that this is not simply due to
parents choosing schools with better average outcomes or better peers. Also, consistent with school
quality being multidimensional, parents choose schools that have causal impacts on outcomes other
than high-stakes tests such as crime and formal labor-market participation. Importantly, the cor-
relations between school impacts on high stakes exams and impacts on arrests and formal labor
market participation are relatively low. This suggests that strong parental preferences for school
impacts on non-academic outcomes (that are largely unrelated to test score impacts) are a plausible
explanation for the weak link between parental preferences and school impacts on test scores.38

Even though we do not find that parents choose schools with impacts on all outcomes, we do
find evidence that parents choose schools with lower dropout rates, lower teen arrest rates, lower
teen motherhood rates and higher future labor market participation. It is important to note that
valuing schools’ average outcomes (but not causal impacts) is not necessarily irrational, because

38All of our models use the 2SLS estimated school impacts as explanatory variables across all years (i.e., across as
much as 17 years). Because the choice year is included when forming this estimate, one may worry about mechanical
correlation between the estimated impacts and the desirability of the school. Because our school effects are based on
several years of data, and we use quasi-random variation for identification, we believe that this is unlikely. However, to
assuage this concern, we estimate our choice models using leave-year-out 2SLS estimates. Because the 2SLS estimates
are based on 133 excluded instruments, leave-year-out estimates can vary a lot for the same school from year to year. As
such, while the leave-year-out estimates remove potential mechanical biases, they also introduce non-trivial estimation
errors. As one might expect, this introduces additional noise to our estimates, but as one can see in Appendix D,
our results using both leave-year-out estimated impacts and leave-year-out school average outcomes are qualitatively
similar, and our central conclusions unchanged.
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schools with higher average outcomes may confer benefits to students that are not measured in
our data.39 Overall, parents appear to be relatively sophisticated in their understanding of school
quality.

V.5 Are Differential Preferences by Incoming Scores Due to Match Effects?
The choice models results indicate that parents of high- and low-scoring children make different

choices. This could be due to parents (a) having different preferences regarding school quality, or
(b) school quality having different effects on children by incoming achievement – a form of match
effect. To assess this, we explore the extent to which the school effects estimates for those at
the 25th, median, and 75th percentiles of the incoming achievement distribution, differ from that
of the average student. Specifically, we estimate school effects for even and odd years based on
regressions that weight toward the 25th, median and 75th percentiles of the incoming achievement
(as outlined in Section IV.1). We then implement the same maximum likelihood procedure outlined
in Section IV.1 to obtain correlations that are not attenuated by estimation errors. If the differences
in parent choices are due to match effects, then the correlation between the school effects for
different students (classified according to their incoming achievement) will be very different. We
examine this for the three outcomes that appear to influence parent choices (high stake exams, teen
arrests, and formal labor market participation). In Table 4, the correlations between the average
effects and those at the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles are all above 0.98 for high stakes exams,
and all above 0.91 for arrests and formal labor market participation. Insofar as the correlations
are not perfect, we cannot rule out the existence of match effects. However, given the very high
correlations (all above 0.9) between effects for high- and low scoring-students, we are confident
that the differences in choices we document do not reflect match effects. That is we can rule
out that our key results are driven by test score impacts having larger marginal effects for high-
achievement children while labor market or crime impacts having larger effects on low-achieving
children. Rather, our results likely reflect differences in preferences (or differences in information).

V.6 Discussion of Parental Preference Results
One of our key findings is that parents may value school impacts on multiple outcomes above

and beyond peer quality and average outcomes. The only other paper to formally test this notion
is Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) who find that parents do prefer schools that improve academic
outcomes, but not after controlling for peer quality. Our results are a nice counterpoint to their work
because we demonstrate that context matters. Also, by moving beyond academic outcomes and
examining parental preferences for non-academic outcomes such as crime, teen fertility, and labor
market participation, we shed light on the extent to which parents value school impacts beyond

39Indeed, MacLeod and Urquiola (2019) present a model that rationalizes preferences for schools’ absolute achieve-
ment when this attribute serves as a signal that improves labor market matching.
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academics – this is very important given that many school choice evaluations use test scores alone.

Another potential explanation for differences between our findings and Abdulkadiroğlu et al.
(2020) is market size. Several studies show that when individuals are faced with too many op-
tions they often opt for simplicity (e.g., Iyengar and Kamenica (2010)), are more likely to rely on
heuristics (e.g., Besedeŝ et al. (2012)) and less likely to make the optimal choice (e.g., Schram
and Sonnemans (2011)). Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) examine parent choices in the largest school
district in the United States (which offers over 700 programs at over 400 schools). Their setting
is a context in which sub-optimal behaviors are most likely to occur. In contrast, in our setting,
individuals choose from a set of 158 options. While this is by no means a small market, it is much
smaller than New York City (as are most markets), and therefore individuals’ choices are less likely
to be subject to errors induced by “overchoice.”

Our finding that only parents of high-achieving students are able to discern school impacts on
high-stakes examinations relates to the overall lack of robust achievement effects, on average, of
attending schools that parents prefer (Beuermann and Jackson, 2020). However, in the Trinidad
and Tobago context, school impacts may be easier to infer for relatively sophisticated parents.
Average incoming scores are well known and publicly reported. Additionally, school averages for
the high-stakes exams are also reported at the school level. As such, it is plausible for a relatively
sophisticated parent to observe schools with similar average outcomes and infer which one likely
has larger impacts (based on average incoming test scores). In settings where average incoming
scores are not reported or well known, this calculation may be much more difficult to conduct
– offering another plausible explanation for our finding that some parents (i.e., those of higher
achieving students) can discern school impacts (conditional on average outcomes) while some other
studies do not find so. However, the fact that parents of high-achieving students value schools that
reduce arrests, and all parents value schools that raise employment (even conditional on school
averages) suggests that in some instances parents can discern school impacts even when information
is imperfect (perhaps through some combination of knowing the incoming student characteristics
and reputation effects regarding average outcomes).

VI Conclusions and Policy Implications
Individual schools have meaningful causal effects on an array of outcomes; these include test

scores in low-stakes exams (both academic and non-academic subjects), dropout by age 14, teen
motherhood, performance on high-stakes school leaving exams, being arrested, and formal labor
market participation. However, consistent with school quality being multidimensional, the correla-
tions between school impacts on high-stakes tests and other outcomes is surprisingly low. From a
policy perspective, our results suggest that school impacts on test scores may not be the best mea-
sure of a school’s impacts on longer-run outcomes. Accordingly, policymakers should be cautious
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(and thoughtful) regarding using test score impacts in accountability systems and incentive pay
schemes and may wish to adopt a more holistic view of school quality.

When we link these causal estimates to choice data we find that parents choose schools that
have larger positive impacts on high-stakes tests. However, they also choose schools that decrease
crime and increase labor market participation. Importantly, parents seem to value schools that
causally improve outcomes above and beyond average school outcomes and peer quality. These
results suggest that parents may be using reasonable measures of school quality when making
investment decisions for their children – a key requirement for the potential benefits of school
choice (Friedman, 1955). The fact that parents do not only choose schools that improve academics
but also those that improve non-academic and longer-run outcomes suggests that the benefits to
school choice may extend to a wide range of outcomes (not just test scores). This result provides
a plausible explanation for the fact that parental preferences for schools are not strongly related to
school’s test score impacts (MacLeod and Urquiola, 2019). It also suggests that policy evaluations
based solely on test scores may be very misleading about the effects of school choice on welfare.

While we find that parents choose, and therefore likely value, positive school impacts, we do
find heterogeneity. Parents value impacts on high-stakes exams, reduced teen crime, and formal
adult employment. However, parents of high-achieving children are most responsive to schools’
causal impacts. This pattern has important distributional implications because it suggests that high-
achieving children may benefit more from school choice – exacerbating any pre-existing inequali-
ties among children (in both academic and nonacademic domains). It also suggests that the market
forces that may drive efficient competition among schools may be much weaker (or even non-
existent) for schools serving largely low-achieving student populations. If these differences across
parents reflect differences in information, there may be value to the provision of information to
parents regarding the causal impacts of schools (as opposed to school averages) on a wide array
of academic outcomes (such as high-stakes test scores and school dropout) and nonacademic out-
comes (such as teen motherhood and crime).40 The provision of such information may improve the
decisions of all parents (not just those of low-achieving children) and could increase the potential

allocative efficiencies and competitive benefits of school choice.

40A recent experimental study in Chile (Allende et al. 2019) find that a personalized information intervention led
parents to chose schools with higher causal impacts which in turn improved their children’s academic achievement.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1: Summary Statistics

All Schools Male Female
Above Below
median median

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: SEA data (cohorts: 1995 - 2012)
Female (%) 50.38 53.52 47.24

(50.00) (49.88) (49.92)
Admitted cohort size 217.72 220.55 215.06 220.55 215.06

(165.11) (163.97) (166.12) (163.97) (166.12)
Standardized SEA score 0.00 -0.13 0.12 0.70 -0.70

(1.00) (1.04) (0.94) (0.62) (0.79)
Individuals 312,420 155,017 157,403 156,168 156,252
Panel B: NCSE data (linked to SEA cohorts: 2006 - 2012)
Took NCSE (%) 90.48 88.72 92.26 95.27 83.24

(29.34) (31.64) (26.72) (21.22) (37.35)
Standardized NCSE score 0.00 -0.23 0.22 0.31 -0.55

(1.00) (1.00) (0.95) (0.89) (0.95)
Individuals 108,097 54,209 53,888 65,084 43,013
Panel C: CSEC data (linked to SEA cohorts: 1995 - 2011)
Took at least 1 subject (%) 77.58 72.24 82.85 89.27 66.13

(41.70) (44.78) (37.70) (30.95) (47.33)
Number of subjects passed 3.28 2.66 3.89 4.93 1.66

(3.11) (2.98) (3.11) (2.94) (2.31)
Qualified for tertiary (%) * 36.00 28.90 42.97 59.75 12.70

(48.00) (45.33) (49.50) (49.04) (33.30)
Individuals 296,838 147,212 149,626 146,950 149,888
Panel D: CAPE data (linked to SEA cohorts: 1999 - 2009)
Took at least 1 unit (%) 20.58 16.01 25.10 34.84 4.65

(40.43) (36.67) (43.36) (47.65) (21.05)
Number of units passed 1.45 1.11 1.79 2.50 0.28

(2.98) (2.66) (3.22) (3.58) (1.38)
Earned Associate Degree (%) 15.35 11.38 19.28 26.85 2.50

(36.05) (31.75) (39.45) (44.32) (15.60)
Earned scholarship (%) 0.99 0.69 1.29 1.88 0.01

(9.92) (8.30) (11.29) (13.57) (0.86)
Individuals 198,762 98,810 99,952 104,897 93,865
Panel E: Criminal records (linked to SEA cohorts: 1995 - 2010) - in percent
Arrested by 18 3.28 5.81 0.80 1.73 4.77

(17.82) (23.39) (8.89) (13.04) (21.31)
Individuals 281,578 139,581 141,997 137,693 143,885
Panel F: Birth records (linked to SEA cohorts: 2004 - 2010) - in percent
Live birth by 19 9.88 6.49 14.97

(29.84) (24.64) (35.68)
Individuals 42,167 25,337 16,830
Panel G: Labor market data (linked to SEA cohorts: 1995 - 2002) - in percent
Formally employed 75.67 79.58 71.87 78.35 73.79

(42.91) (40.31) (44.96) (41.19) (43.98)
Individuals 149,238 73,504 75,734 61,377 87,861
Notes: Standard deviations reported in parentheses below the means. *Qualification for tertiary education requires
passing five CSEC examinations including English language and mathematics. Columns (4) and (5) report statistics
differentiated by the rank of the assigned school based on the SEA score mean of students assigned to each school.
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Table 2: Standard Deviation of Persistent School Impacts

School Level (σ
θ TOT

j
)

Outcome Size of Impact [95% CI]

Size of impacts for Students at the

25th %ile of median of 75th %ile of
the achievement the achievement the achievement

distribution distribution distribution
Standardized outcomes

High-Stakes Index 0.393 0.347 0.446 0.423 0.454 0.384
Low-Stakes Index 0.412 0.359 0.474 0.555 0.485 0.382
No Dropout by 14 0.114 0.097 0.135 0.361 0.131 0.091
Not arrested by 18 0.089 0.076 0.103 0.124 0.111 0.078
No live birth by 19 0.115 0.067 0.197 0.248 0.129 0.137
Formally employed 27+ 0.082 0.067 0.100 0.095 0.094 0.104

Binary outcomes
No Dropout by 14 0.036 0.030 0.042 0.113 0.041 0.028
Not arrested by 18 0.016 0.014 0.019 0.023 0.020 0.014
No live birth by 19 0.035 0.020 0.060 0.075 0.039 0.042
Formally employed 27+ 0.036 0.029 0.044 0.041 0.041 0.045

Notes: The table reports estimates of the standard deviation of the persistent attended school impacts along with their respective 95 percent
confidence intervals obtained from the maximum likelihood approach. We removed students who attended schools with outlier estimated
impacts (i.e. beyond 4σ of the median school). The last 3 columns show results when using school impacts estimated with weights centered
around different percentiles of the achievement distribution. We do this using weighti = (1+ (X−pcti)2

100 )−1, where X = 25,50,75 and pcti is
the student’s percentile in the achievement distribution.
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Table 3: Maximum Likelihood Correlations Between School Impacts

High-Stakes Low-Stakes No Dropout Not arrested No live Formally
Index Index by 14 by 18 birth by 19 employed 27+

Unweighted
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.06 1.00
No Dropout by 14 0.26 0.23 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.47 -0.03 0.43 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.13 -0.03 -0.20 -0.51 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.19 0.00 -0.01 0.21 -0.16 1.00

Weighted around 25th percentile of the SEA score
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.20 1.00
No Dropout by 14 -0.07 0.38 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.34 0.22 0.12 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.23 0.26 -0.20 -0.10 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.25 0.15 -0.10 0.13 0.03 1.00

Weighted around 75th percentile of SEA score
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.13 1.00
No Dropout by 14 0.16 -0.28 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.50 -0.15 0.28 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.06 -0.08 0.26 -0.39 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.20 0.17 0.06 0.25 -0.37 1.00

Notes: The table reports correlations of persistent school effects across different outcomes. Correlations were computed using the maxi-
mum likelihood approach described in the text. Correlations in the top panel were computed with estimated school impacts for the average
student and those in the middle and bottom panels were computed using school impacts with weights centered around different percentiles
of the achievement distribution. We do this using weighti = (1+ (X−pcti)2

100 )−1, where X = 25,75 and pcti is the student’s percentile in
the achievement distribution. We removed students who attended schools with outlier estimated impacts (i.e. beyond 4σ of the median
school).
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Table 4: Maximum Likelihood Correlations Using Different Weights

Correlation between average school impacts
and school impacts weighted around the

25th %ile of median of 75th %ile of
the achievement the achievement the achievement

distribution distribution distribution

High-Stakes Index 1.00 0.99 0.98
Low-Stakes Index 0.95 0.96 0.98
No Dropout by 14 0.66 0.80 0.53
Not arrested by 18 0.91 0.94 0.96
No live birth by 19 0.73 0.90 0.91
Formally employed 27+ 0.97 0.91 0.97
Notes: The table reports correlations of persistent school effects for each outcome across the
different weighted estimates. Correlations were computed using the maximum likelihood ap-
proach described in the text. We show correlations between estimated school effects for the
average student and those weighted around the 25th percentile, the median, and the 75th per-
centile of the students’ SEA score distribution. Weighted school impacts are estimated using
weighti = (1 + (X−pcti)2

100 )−1, where X = 25,50,75 and pcti is the student’s percentile in the
achievement distribution. We removed students who attended schools with outlier estimated
impacts (i.e. beyond 4σ of the median school).
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Figure 1: Exemplar of Variation
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Notes: The Y-axis represents the probability of student i being assigned to her top choice. The X-axis represents the
student’s SEA score. The left panel shows the cutoff for school 1 and the right panel shows the cutoff for school 2. In
both panels those who score below the cutoff for the preferred school are assigned to school 3. This figure illustrates the
two different sources of variation. The RD variation identifies the effect of being assigned to school 1 by comparing
the Low scoring group (right below the cutoff for school 1) to the Medium scoring group (right above the cutoff for
school 1) in the left panel. Similarly, The RD variation identifies the effect of being assigned to school 2 by comparing
the Medium scoring group (right below the cutoff for school 2) to the High scoring group (right above the cutoff for
school 2) in the right panel. The Difference in Difference variation comes from making comparisons across cutoffs
even among those who are not right above or below a cutoff. For example, the difference in outcomes between the
Low scoring group at Choice Group 1 and the Low scoring group at Choice Group 2 will reflect differences in choices
(as both groups were assigned to the same school 3). By contrast, the difference in outcomes between the High scoring
group at Choice Group 1 and the High scoring group at Choice Group 2 will reflect both the effect of being assigned
to school 1 (relative to school 2) and the differences in choices. Therefore, if the effect of choices and test scores
are additively separable, then [the difference in outcomes between High scorers] minus [the difference in outcomes
between Low scorers], will identify the effect of attending school 1 relative to school 2.
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Figure 2: Predicted Cutoff Effects versus Actual Cutoff Effects

Notes: In both panels, the X-axis represents the estimated coefficients on an indicator for scoring above the rule-based
cutoff resulting from an RD model that controls for a fifth degree polynomial of the SEA score, gender, district of
residence at SEA registration, and religion; estimated for each school j and for each outcome where the estimated TOT
school impacts (θ̂ TOTIV

j ) enter as dependent variables. The Y-axis represents the estimated coefficients on an indicator
for scoring above the rule-based cutoff resulting from an RD model that controls for a fifth degree polynomial of the
SEA score, gender, district of residence at SEA registration, and religion; estimated for each school j and for each
outcome where the individual level outcomes enter as dependent variables. The solid line represents a linear fit; while
the dashed line is the 45◦ line. Estimated slope and p-values resulting from testing for whether the slope differs from
both 0 and 1 are shown below the graph. Schools have been grouped in bins across the X-axis. Outliers above 4 standard
deviations away from the median were removed. In the left panel, we show unweighted results and results were all
schools estimated effects are weighted by the inverse of the squared standard error of each estimated coefficient for the
predicted outcome. In the right panel, all schools estimated effects are adjusted by the reliability ratio in equation (20)
and weighted by the inverse of the squared standard error of each estimated coefficient for the real outcome.
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Figure 3: Additivity of the School Effects.

Notes: Both panels display estimated relative school effects pooled across all outcomes. The p-values associated with
the hypothesis that the slope is 0 are in (parenthesis), and p-values associated with the hypothesis that the slope is 1
are in [brackets]. The short dashed line shows the unweighted fit, the long dashed line the weighted fit and the straight
line the 45◦ relationship. We use the mean of the estimated standard errors of the school effects when computing the
reliability ratio. Similar results are obtained when employing the median and are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 4: Relationships Between High-Stakes and Other Impacts

Notes: The X-axis represents estimated school impacts (θ̂ TOTIV
j ) on the high-stakes index. The Y-axis represents the

estimated school impacts on the other outcomes. A linear fit is added to each plot. Schools are grouped in 30 bins.
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Figure 5: Estimated Admission Probabilities for Selected Schools

Notes: The X-axis represents the SEA score percentile. The Y-axis represents the likelihood of being assigned to a
given school. School 9 is a very selective secondary school, where the school algorithm-based assignment cutoff has
always been above the 82nd percentile. School 10, on the other hand, is a less selective school where students above the
30th percentile have always scored above the cutoff. Historical probabilities are depicted with black circles. “Rough”
probabilities (calculated as described in the text) are depicted with gray diamonds.
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Figure 6: Distance, Peer Quality, and Admission Probability

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (right panel). The
dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 7: High-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 8: Low-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 9: No Dropout by Age 14

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 10: No Live Birth by Age 19

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 11: Not Arrested by Age 18

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 12: Formally Employed at 27+ Years Old

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Appendix: NOT FOR PUBLICATION
Appendix A: School Placement Rules and Validity of the Regres-
sion Discontinuity Identification Strategy

The School Assignment Algorithm
School slots are assigned in rounds such that the most highly subscribed/ranked school fills its

spots in the first round, then the next highly subscribed school fills its slots in the second round,
and so on until all school slots are filled. This is done as follows: (1) the number of school slots
at each school n j is predetermined based on capacity constraints. (2) Each student is tentatively
placed in the applicant pool for her first choice school and is ranked by SEA score. (3) The school
at which the nth

j ranked student has the highest SEA score is determined to be the most highly
subscribed/ranked school and the top n j1 students in the applicant pool for top-ranked school j1 are
assigned to school j1. The SEA score of the nth

j1 student is the cutoff score for school j1. (4) The
top-ranked school slots and the assigned students are removed from the process, and the second
choice becomes the new ”first choice” for students who had the top-ranked school as their first
choice but did not gain admission. (5) This process is repeated in round two to assign students to
the second highest ranked school j2 and determine the cutoff score for the second-ranked school,
and this is repeated in subsequent rounds until all slots are filled. This assignment mechanism
is a deferred acceptance algorithm (Gale and Shapley 1962) in which students have incentives to
truthfully reveal their rankings among chosen schools.

However, there is an important exception to the school assignment algorithm-based rule. Specif-
ically, Government assisted schools (which are privately managed public schools – akin to Charter
schools in the US) can admit up to 20 percent of their incoming class at the principal’s discretion.
As such, the rule is used to admit at least 80 percent of the students at these schools, while the
remaining students can be hand-picked by the principal before the next-highest ranked school fills
any of its slots. For example, suppose the highest ranked school has 100 slots and is a Government
assisted school. The top 80 applicants to that school will be admitted, while the principal can hand-
pick up to 20 other students at her discretion. The remaining 20 students would be chosen based on
for example family alumni connections, being relatives of teachers, religious affiliation, and so on.
These hand-picked students may list the school as their top choice, but this need not be the case.
Students receive one admission decision and are never made aware of other schools they would
have been admitted to had they not been hand-picked. Only after all the spots (including both ad-
mitted students based on the algorithm and on the hand-picking) at the highest ranked school have
been filled will the process be repeated for the remaining schools. As such, school admissions are
based partly on the described deterministic function of student test scores and student choices and
partly on the endogenous selection of students by school principals at Government assisted schools.

In addition, there are other circumstances by which the attended school would differ from the
algorithm-based assigned school. First, students who do not score high enough to be assigned to
a school on their choice list receive an administrative placement from the Ministry of Education
(made to the administrative school zoned to the students’ residential location). Finally, due to
unforeseen circumstances some schools may have less capacity than expected or may close (this
may happen due to flooding etc.). In such rare cases, the Ministry will place students to schools
based on open slots in nearby schools, open slots in other schools in the choice list, and proximity.
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Simulating the School Assignments Using the Algorithm-Based Rule
Because the assignment algorithm is known and we have the same data used by the Ministry

of Education to tentatively assign students, we can identify the algorithm-based assignment cutoffs
and, therefore, the algorithm-based school assignments (i.e. those that would have been the actual
school allocations if Government assisted schools could not select any of their own students). This
algorithm-based or tentative assignment removes the part of the actual admission process that may
be driven by endogenous selection and leaves only the variation in the assignments that are known
deterministic functions of students’ test scores and school choices.

Following Jackson (2010) and Pop-Eleches and Urquiola (2013), we stack the data across all
application pools for each year to each school (that is, we stack data for all the cutoffs into a
single cutoff) into one single database. As such, we stack all application cutoffs and re-center
the SEA scores for applicants to each school in each year around the algorithm-based assignment
cutoff for that school-year.41 Scoring above zero means scoring above the cutoff for a preferred
school. Figure A1 shows the relationship between actually attending to one’s preferred school as a
function of one’s incoming test score relative to the assignment cutoff for that school.42 Consistent
with our assignment cutoffs capturing real exogenous variation in actual school attendance, there is
a sudden increase in the likelihood of attending a preferred school as one’s score goes from below
to above the assignment cutoff. Appendix Table A2 reports this first-stage estimated coefficient
evidencing its high significance. This shows that there are meaningful differences in preferred
school attendance associated with scoring above versus below an assignment cutoff that are not
due to selection or hand-picking. Next, we provide direct supporting evidence on the exogeneity of
the algorithm-based assignment cutoffs.

Testing the Exogeneity of the Assignment Cutoffs
The RD variation used in this paper is driven by the assignment cutoffs. As such, here we

present evidence that this identification strategy is likely valid. One key diagnostic is to test for
smoothness of density across the simuled cutoffs (McCrary 2008). As such, we formally test for
any differential density across simulated cutoffs within each of our SEA cohorts by regressing the
density of observations at each relative SEA score on an indicator for scoring above the cutoff along
with smooth functions of the relative score.43 As one can see in Appendix Table A1, these tests
evidence no statistically significant relationship between scoring above the cutoff and the density.
Therefore, there is little evidence of gaming around the cutoffs regarding the density of observations
at each test score.

The validity of the identification strategy also requires that there be no sorting of students around
the cutoff (i.e. that latent outcomes are smooth through the cutoff). Given that students are unaware

41Specifically, for each school we find all students who list that school as their top choice, re-center those students’
SEA scores around the simulated cutoff for that school, and create a sample of applicants for each school. To mimic
the sequential nature of the algorithm, we remove students assigned to their top choice schools, replace students’ first
choice with their second choice, and repeat this process with their second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth choices. The
applicant samples for all schools are then stacked so that every student has one observation for each school for which
she/he was an applicant. We use four or six choices, as relevant per cohort limit. Only for SEA cohorts 2001-2006
students were allowed to list up to 6 school choices. Therefore, most of SEA cohorts in our data (1995-2000 and
2007-2012) could list up to 4 school choices.

42We consider that one student attended school j if the student was enrolled in school j at the time of writing the
CSEC examinations.

43We implement these tests using the rddensity command in Stata.
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of the location of the cutoffs and are forced to make school choices before they take the SEA
examinations, it is very unlikely that there is any sorting around the test score cutoffs. However,
to provide further evidence that the variation employed (due to the cutoffs) is valid, we compute
predicted outcomes (using the available baseline information) and test for whether scoring above
the assignment cutoff is associated with any significant change in predicted outcomes.

Specifically, we first regress our outcomes on the number of SEA attempts (repeater status
in 5th grade), the student’s sex, the student’s religion, selectivity of the student’s primary school
(measured by the average SEA scores of each primary school-year), selectivity of the student’s
secondary school choices (measured by the average SEA scores of the incoming class to each
school choice-year), month of birth (to measure quarter of birth effects), age at SEA, and SEA
cohorts fixed effects. These variables are relatively good predictors of the examination indexes
such that, as shown in column 1 of Appendix Table A2, they yield adjusted R-squares ranging from
0.27 to 0.31. However, the predictive power for the nonacademic binary outcomes is low.

We then take the fitted values from these prediction regressions as our predicted outcomes. If
there was some gaming of the cutoff, one would likely see that scoring above the cutoff (conditional
on smooth functions of the relative SEA score) should be associated with better “predicted” scores.
However, with no gaming there should be no relationship between scoring above the cutoff and
one’s predicted outcomes. To test for this, we estimate the following model using our stacked
database:

Y p
i jt = π ·Aboveiτt + f (SEAit)+Cτt + εi jt (14)

where Y p
i jt is the predicted outcome for individual i who attended school j at time t. Aboveiτt is an

indicator for scoring above the algorithm-based assignment cutoff for school τ . Among those who
comply with the cutoff, j=τ . f (SEAit) is a 5th order polynomial of the incoming SEA score net of
the cutoff score for preferred school τ fully interacted with the Aboveiτt indicator. Cτt is an cutoff
fixed effect for applicants to school τ in year t. The inclusion of cutoff fixed effects ensures that
all comparisons are among students who applied to the same school in the same year. Because the
same individual can enter the data for multiple cutoffs, the estimated standard errors are clustered
at the individual level.

Consistent with no gaming, column 2 of Appendix Table A2, shows that there is no relationship
between scoring above the cutoff and one’s predicted outcomes. The estimated coefficients,π̂ , are
small in magnitude and statistically indistinguishable from zero – indicating no gaming across the
assignment cutoffs. Furthermore, we also report the estimated RD effects on the actual outcomes
in columns (4) and (6) showing that reduced-form effects of scoring above the school assignment
cutoff are associated with significant improvements in students’ examination indexes and that these
estimates are not sensitive to the inclusion of baseline sociodemographic controls in the model.

As an additional check on this model, we estimated model (14) for different bandwidths around
the cutoff. Figure A2 presents these results visually. As one can see for any choice of bandwidth,
there are no effects of scoring above the cutoff on predicted outcomes. Taken together, the patterns
suggest that the variation due to the algorithm-based assignment cutoffs is likely exogenous and,
therefore, valid to identify causal school impacts.
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Table A1. Testing for differential density around the school assignment cutoff

SEA Cohort p-value SEA Cohort p-value

1995 0.1422 2004 0.8890
1996 0.9412 2005 0.2668
1997 0.5555 2006 0.6074
1998 0.8301 2007 0.5605
1999 0.6588 2008 0.1919
2000 0.7422 2009 0.7875
2001 0.7008 2010 0.7668
2002 0.9717 2011 0.2378
2003 0.4672 2012 0.5204

Notes: This table reports p-values of differential density
tests across school assignment cutoffs for each SEA cohort
included in the study.

Table A2. First Stage and Reduced-Form Effects

Predicted Outcomes Actual Outcomes

Prediction
Effect p-value Effect p-value Effect p-value

R2

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

First Stage:
Attended preferred school 0.364 <0.001 0.365 <0.001

Reduced-Form Effects:
High-Stakes Index 0.31 -0.001 0.821 0.061 <0.001 0.061 <0.001
Low-Stakes Index 0.27 -0.001 0.729 0.043 <0.001 0.045 <0.001
No Dropout by 14 0.09 -0.002 0.386 -0.007 0.429 -0.007 0.433
No live birth by 19 0.02 0.000 0.843 0.000 0.999 -0.002 0.878
Not arrested by 18 0.03 0.000 0.618 -0.004 0.521 -0.004 0.573
Formally employed 27+ 0.04 -0.001 0.525 0.003 0.794 0.003 0.773

Cutoff fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
Sociodemographics No No Yes
Notes: This table reports estimated coefficients on ’Above’ resulting from equation (14). Models were estimated using
all available observations within a bandwidth of +/-1 standard deviations from the school assignment cutoff. Sociode-
mographics include sex, primary school district fixed effects, and religion fixed effects. Estimated standard errors are
clustered at the individual level in all regressions. P-values for the null of π=0 shown next to the estimated coefficients.
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Figure A1. Discontinuity in Preferred School Attendance Through Assignment Cutoffs

Notes: The Y-axis represents the likelihood of preferred school attendance (i.e. the school where the student was
enrolled at the time of taking the CSEC examinations). The X-axis is the SEA score relative to the deferred acceptance
rule-based assignment cutoff. The circles are means corresponding to 7-point bins of the relative score. The solid lines
are the fitted school attendance rates generated by fitting a fifth degree polynomial of the relative score fully interacted
with an indicator for scoring above the school assignment cutoff. The gray vertical bars depict the 90 percent confidence
intervals for each bin average.
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Figure A2. Reduced-form effects on predicted outcomes by bandwidth

Notes: This figure reports estimated coefficients on ’Above’ resulting from equation (14). The estimated coefficients
are reported for each bandwidth between +/-0.5sd an +/-1.5sd from the school assignment cutoff. The 90 (95) percent
confidence intervals of the estimated coefficients are presented in dark (light) gray.
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Appendix B: Appendix Tables

Table B1: Weights Used to Compute Indexes

High-Stakes Index Weight
Number of CSEC subjects passed 0.202
CSEC tertiary qualification 0.192
CSEC tertiary qualification attempt 0.140
CAPE scholarship 0.068
CAPE scholarship attempt 0.213
Number of CAPE units passed 0.219
CAPE Associate’s degree 0.213

Low-Stakes Index Weight
NCSE Total Academic 0.546
NCSE Total Non academic 0.546
Notes: Indexes are computed from a separate factor analysis (us-
ing the principal-component factor method) applied to the individ-
ual outcomes that integrate each index. The weights for individual
outcomes within the indexes are determined by predicting the first
underlying principal-component applied separately to each group
of outcomes that integrate each index. The computed indexes are
standardized to have zero mean and unit variance. CSEC tertiary
qualification is obtained when passing 5 subjects including En-
glish language and mathematics. “CSEC tertiary qualification at-
tempt” denotes that the student took 5 subjects including English
language and mathematics. CAPE scholarship is awarded when
passing eight CAPE units (including Caribbean and Communica-
tion studies) with the maximum possible grade. “CAPE schol-
arship attempt” denotes that the student took eight CAPE units
(including Caribbean and Communication studies). CAPE asso-
ciate’s degree is awarded when passing seven CAPE units (includ-
ing Caribbean and Communication studies). NCSE academic sub-
jects include mathematics, English, Spanish, sciences, and social
studies. NCSE non academic subjects include arts, physical edu-
cation, and technical studies.
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Table B2: Maximum Likelihood Correlations Between School Impacts

High-Stakes Low-Stakes No Dropout Not arrested No live Formally Low-Stakes Low-Stakes
Index Index by 14 by 18 birth by 19 employed 27+ Index (A) Index (NA)

Unweighted
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.06 1.00
No Dropout by 14 0.26 0.23 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.47 -0.03 0.43 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.13 -0.03 -0.20 -0.51 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.19 0.00 -0.01 0.21 -0.16 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (A) 0.25 0.83 0.33 0.14 -0.08 -0.04 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (NA) -0.05 0.96 0.15 -0.12 0.00 0.02 0.62 1.00

Weighted around 25 percentile of the SEA score
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.20 1.00
No Dropout by 14 -0.07 0.38 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.34 0.22 0.12 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.23 0.26 -0.20 -0.10 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.25 0.15 -0.10 0.13 0.03 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (A) 0.26 0.89 0.52 0.24 0.25 0.10 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (NA) 0.15 0.96 0.24 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.72 1.00

Weighted around 75 percentile of SEA score
High-Stakes Index 1.00
Low-Stakes Index 0.13 1.00
No Dropout by 14 0.16 -0.28 1.00
Not arrested by 18 0.50 -0.15 0.28 1.00
No live birth by 19 0.06 -0.08 0.26 -0.39 1.00
Formally employed 27+ 0.20 0.17 0.06 0.25 -0.37 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (A) 0.37 0.71 0.00 0.07 0.19 0.08 1.00
Low-Stakes Index (NA) 0.00 0.96 -0.34 -0.22 -0.17 0.17 0.45 1.00

Notes: The table reports correlations of persistent school effects across different outcomes. Correlations were computed using the maximum likelihood approach described
in the text. Correlations in the top panel were computed with estimated school effects for the average student and those in the middle and bottom panels were computed with
school effects weighted around the 25th and 75th percentile of the students’ SEA score distribution respectively. We removed students who attended schools with outlier
estimated impacts (i.e. beyond 4σ of the median school).
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Appendix C: Validation and Magnitude of School Impacts
Additive Separability of Choices and Test Scores I: Regression Discontinuity
Variation vs. All Variation

Existing papers that have explored parental preferences for school causal impacts have either
relied on school average outcomes (which may not reflect their impacts per se) or estimated school
impacts that may be biased due to selection.44 If one’s measures of school effectiveness do not
accurately reflect schools’ causal impacts, it may distort one’s conclusions regarding parental pref-
erences for school effectiveness. For this reason, validating the estimated school impacts as re-
flecting causal impacts is important. A key strength of our context and data is that we are able
to validate our estimated school impacts using exogenous variation only. We test the validity of
our value-added estimates by exploring if they are consistent with what one would obtain using
quasi-random variation only.

Under the algorithm used to create the tentative school assignments (discussed in Appendix A),
each school has a minimum score above which applicants are tentatively admitted and below which
they are not. As such, the marginal effect of being tentatively assigned to each school (relative to the
next lowest ranked school) can be estimated with a regression discontinuity design. That is, among
students who are applicants to a given school τ , the causal effect of being tentatively assigned
to school τ is simply the effect of scoring above the admission cutoff for school τ (conditional
on smooth functions of ones incoming SEA score). In our setup, students are considered to be
applicants to a school if that school is in their ranked list and they do not score above the cutoff for
a more preferred school. Note, therefore, that students can be applicants to more than one school.45

To obtain the reduced-form Regression Discontinuity (RD) effect of being tentatively assigned
to any school τ , we estimate RD models for each outcome among all applicants to school τ .46

Under the RD identifying assumptions, the reduced-form effect of being tentatively assigned to
school τ on outcome Y , is captured by estimating the equation below.

Yi j = Aboveiτ · γτ + f (SEAi)+X′iδ + εi j (15)

Where Yi j is the outcome of student i who attended school j, and Aboveiτ is an indicator for scoring
above the algorithm-based assignment cutoff for school τ . Among those who comply with the
cutoff, j=τ . The parameter γτ captures the difference in outcomes (all else equal) between those
exogenously assigned to a preferred school τ (due to scoring above the cutoff) versus scoring
below the cut off and attending the student’s counterfactual school q (that is, the school that the
students would have attended had they not scored above the cutoff for school τ). As such, in the

44In related work Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2020) examine parents responsiveness to school impacts that rely on selec-
tion on observables assumptions (similar to our estimates). However, they are unable to validate these school impact
estimates using exogenous variation in school attendance.

45For example, a student that was assigned to her first choice will only appear once as a (successful) applicant
to her top choice school. However, a student who is assigned to her second choice school will appear twice: as an
(unsuccessful) applicant to her top choice school and as a (successful) applicant to her second choice school.

46That is we estimate separate reduced-form models where, in each one, we consider all persons who applied to a
particular school τ in each year.
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neighborhood of the cutoff,

E[γ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = E(Yi j|Above = 1)−E(Yiq|Above = 0) (16)

To simplify equation (16), we consider this expression for compliers and for non-compliers.
Under the assumption of unconfoundedness (Rubin 1990), it follows that E[Yi j−Yiq|Xi,SEAi] =
θ TOT

j −θ TOT
q . That is, if there is no selection on observables, the average difference in outcomes

between observationally equivalent individuals who attended school j and school q reflects the
difference in causal impacts between school j and school q. Among the compliers, school j is
school τ if they score above the cutoff.47 As such, for compliers, E[γ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = θ TOT

τ −E[θ TOT
q ],

where E[θ TOT
q ] is the average impact of the counterfactual schools for the applicants to school τ .

Among non-compliers, the cutoff does not change the school attended so that E[γ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = 0.
It follows that for the average applicant to school τ , equation (16) can be written as equation (17)
below.

E[γ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = p̄τ × (θ TOT
τ −E[θ TOT

q ]) (17)

In words, in expectation, the estimated effect of scoring above the cutoff for school τ is the differ-
ence between the impact of attending preferred school τ and that of attending the average counter-
factual school q, all times the compliance rate (p̄τ ). This is simply the weighted cutoff effect for
the compliers and the non-compliers.

Consider now, estimating this same model, but replacing each student’s actual outcome with
the predicted TOT impact of the school they attended, θ̂

TOTIV
j , as below.

θ̂
TOTIV
j = Aboveiτ ·ζτ + f (SEAi)+X′iδ + εi j (18)

The parameter ζτ is the difference in predicted TOT school impacts (all else equal) between those
scoring above the cutoff for preferred school τ versus not. In the neighborhood of the cutoff, the
RD effect on the predicted TOT impacts of an individual’s attended school is E[ζτ |Xi,SEAi] =

E(θ̂ TOTIV
j |Above = 1)−E(θ̂ TOTIV

q |Above = 0). Using the same logic as above for compliers and
non-compliers, it follows that

E[ζ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = p̄τ × (E[θ̂ TOTIV
τ ]−E[θ̂ TOTIV

q ]) (19)

In words, in expectation, the estimated difference in predicted school TOT impacts of scoring above
the cutoff for school τ is the difference between the estimated TOT impact of attending preferred
school τ and that of the average counterfactual school q, all times the compliance rate (p̄τ ).

Inspection of (17) and (19) reveals that if our treatment on the treated estimated impacts for
attended school j and the average counterfactual school q are unbiased, then by the law of iter-
ated expectations, E[ζ̂τ |Xi,SEAi] = E[γ̂τ |Xi,SEAi]. In words, if the estimated TOT school impacts
(θ̂ TOTIV

τ ) are consistent estimates of the causal effect of attending school τ , then for each applicant
school, the RD estimates using the actual outcomes as left hand side variables and the RD estimates
using the TOT school impacts of the attended school j as left hand side variables, should be equal
in expectation.

47In most instances school q will be the next ranked school in the choice list, but could be any fallback school (such
as a private school or Government Assisted school that can admit students irrespective of their SEA scores).
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This motivates a validation test of our TOT school estimates. In related work, Hastings et al.
(2015) implement a very similar test to validate the reliability of using predicted versus actual
earnings when disseminating information on the expected returns to attend alternative colleges and
majors. To implement this test, first, we estimate γ̂τ and ζ̂τ for each preferred school τ (using the
optimal bandwidth from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012)). Following Hastings et al. (2015), to
account for estimation errors in the RD effects on school impacts, we implement Empirical Bayes
estimates of each cutoff effect.48 We then regress the former estimated coefficients on the latter
(to account for noisiness in the RD estimated effects, we weight each estimate by the inverse of its
squared standard error when doing this regression). Finally, we test for whether the estimated slope
is statistically indistinguishable from 1. The results from this approach are reported in Figure 2 in
the main text.

Exploring the Potentially Biased OLS Estimates: A similar procedure can be implemented
with the potentially biased OLS estimates derived from equation (1) in the main text but where
the school assignment indicators are replaced with school attendance indicators. In this case, we
use the OLS estimates on the school attendance indicators, θ̂

TOTOLS
j , instead of the IV TOT school

impacts as below.
θ̂

TOTOLS
j = Aboveiτ ·ητ + f (SEAi)+X′iδ + εi j (21)

The results from this approach are shown in the left panel of Figure C1. There we regress γ̂τ

on η̂τ . The estimated slope is 1.18, although it cannot be rejected that it is equal to 1. However,
because this is a noisy test, we also test whether the OLS estimates of school effects (θ̂ TOTOLS

j )

are equivalent to the IV TOT ones (θ̂ TOTIV
j ). This model (right panel) yields an estimated slope of

1.199 and one can reject that this slope is 1. Given that any estimation error in the OLS estimates
would bias this slope toward zero, we can be confident that the slope is not 1– that is, we can reject
that the OLS and IV TOT estimates yield the same effects in expectation. Given that the IV TOT
estimates are almost identical to those implied by the RD model, we take this as evidence of bias
in the OLS estimates.

48Specifically, for any particular outcome, the predicted RD effect for school j is the weighted difference in estimated
school impacts between those just above and below the cutoff for school j. We can express the estimated parameter
as ζ̂

θ̂ j
= ∑k∈A ak(θ̂k)−∑k∈B bk(θ̂k) = ∑k∈A ak(θk + εk)−∑k∈B bk(θk + εk), where A is the set of schools the students

attend above the cutoff, B the set of schools the students attend below the cutoff, ak and bk the proportions in which they
do so and εk the estimation error for the school impact θk. If we assume that the school impacts are not independent
within each cutoff, but that the estimation errors are, we can approximate the variance of this estimated parameter
as Var(ζ̂

θ̂ j
) = ∑ukσ2

θ
+∑vlmCovθ +∑wkSE2

k , where σ2
θ

is given by the magnitude of the school impacts, Covθ is

approximated by the covariance between each pair of schools the students applied to and SE2
k is given by the square

of the standard error of the school impact. If we also include the squared standard error of the RD estimate, SE
ζ̂

, the
reliability ratio of our RD estimate is given by

λ j =
∑ukσ2

θ
+∑vlmCovθ

(∑ukσ2
θ
+∑vlmCovθ )+(∑wkSE2

k +SE2
ζ̂
)

(20)

Our Empirical Bayes estimate of the predicted effect of cutoff j is therefore [λ j× ζ̂
θ̂ j
]
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Figure C1. Predicted Cutoff Effects versus Actual Cutoff Effects using Biased OLS Value Addeds

Notes: On the left panel, the X-axis represents the estimated coefficients on the ’Above’ indicator resulting from model
(21); estimated for each school τ and for each outcome (estimated OLS school effects, θ̂

TOTOLS
j , enter as dependent

variables). The Y-axis represents the estimated coefficients on the ’Above’ indicator resulting from model (15); esti-
mated for each school τ and for each outcome (individual level outcomes enter as dependent variables). The connected
line represents a lineal fit; while the dashed line is the 45◦ line. Estimated slope and p-values resulting from testing
for whether the slope differs from both 0 and 1 are shown below the graph. Schools have been grouped in bins across
the X-axis. Outliers above 4 standard deviations away from the median were removed. All schools estimated effects
are adjusted by the reliability ratio given in equation (20) of the main text and weighted by the inverse of the squared
standard error of each estimated coefficient for the real outcome. On the right panel, the Y-axis represents the estimated
IV TOT school impacts derived from model (2) and (3), i.e. θ̂

TOTIV
j . The X-axis represents the estimated OLS school

effects described in this section (i.e. θ̂
TOTOLS
j ). In both panels, the solid line represents a lineal fit; while the dashed line

is the 45◦ line. Estimated slope and p-values resulting from testing for whether the slope differs from both 0 and 1 are
shown below the graph.
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Additive Separability of Choices and Test Scores II: Robustness to Interac-
tions

Our identification relies that there are no considerable interaction effects between test scores
and choices. In order to test for this, we estimate our base model defined in (2) and (3) with
four different interactions between choices and SEA scores. The first interaction considers the
selectivity of choices. For this, we include an interaction between the polynomial of the student’s
own SEA score and the selectivity of each of the first 4 choices, this being approximated by the
average peer SEA score of those assigned to that choice.

Yi jct = Σ(Ii, j ·θ TOTIV
j )+ f (SEAi)+Σ(gk(SEAi) ·SEAchoicek)+λc +X′itδ +Ct + εi jct (22)

Ii, j = Σ(Ii,τ ·πτ j)+ f (SEAi)+Σ(gk(SEAi) ·SEAchoicek)+λc +X′itδ +Ct +υi jct , for each j ∈ J
(23)

Where gk(SEAi) is a fifth order polynomial and SEAchoicek is the mean total SEA scores for
incoming assigned students for each choice k.

The second interaction is between SEA scores and student’s choice sets fixed effects. Instead
of using one fixed effect per choice set, we use two, one for those below the median SEA score in
that choice set and one for those above.

Yi jct = Σ(Ii, j ·θ TOTIV
j )+ f (SEAi)+λci +X′itδ +Ct + εi jct (24)

Ii, j = Σ(Ii,τ ·πτ j)+ f (SEAi)+λci +X′itδ +Ct +υi jct , for each j ∈ J (25)

Now, instead of λc we will have λci which will take one value if student i with choiceset c is
above the median SEA score within that choice set and another if it is below.

The third interaction is between the student’s SEA score and its n-th choice of school:

Yi jct = Σ(Ii, j ·θ TOTIV
j )+ f (SEAi)+Σ(SEAi · Ii,k)+λc +X′itδ +Ct + εi jct (26)

Ii, j = Σ(Ii,τ ·πτ j)+ f (SEAi)+Σ(SEAi · Ii,k)+λc +X′itδ +Ct +υi jct , for each j ∈ J (27)

Where Ii,k is an indicator equal to 1 if the n-th choice of student i is school k. This is done for the
first 4 choices.

Finally, the fourth interaction is between the student’s SEA score polynomial and its 1st choice
of school:

Yi jct = Σ(Ii, j ·θ TOTIV
j )+ f (SEAi)+Σ(gk(SEAi) · Ii,k)+λc +X′itδ +Ct + εi jct (28)

Ii, j = Σ(Ii,τ ·πτ j)+ f (SEAi)+Σ(gk(SEAi) · Ii,k)+λc +X′itδ +Ct +υi jct , for each j ∈ J (29)

Where gk(SEAi) is a fifth order polynomial and Ii,k is an indicator equal to 1 if the first choice of
student i is school k.

Results for all four models are shown in Figure C2
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Figure C2: Additivity Test (2SLS): Scores and choice separability

Notes: We show the relationship between the estimated school impacts with the interacted model (y-axis) and the
model without interactions (x-axis). Each panel shows results for one of the interacted models. In all panels, the sold
line represents a linear fit; while the dashed line is the 45◦ line. The p-values associated with the null hof slope being
0 in (parenthesis), p-values of slope being 1 in [brackets]
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Additivity of the School Effects

Figure C3: Additivity of the School Effects.

Notes: All panels display estimated effects on all outcomes combined. P-values of slope being 0 in (parenthesis), p-
values of slope being 1 in [brackets]. The short dashed line shows the unweighted fit, the long dashed line the weighted
fit and the straight line the 45◦ relation. The upper panel employs the median of the estimated standard errors of the
school effects when computing the reliability ratio. The lower panel employs the mean of the estimated standard errors
of the school effects when computing the reliability ratio.
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Magnitude of school impacts
This section reports Table C2 which includes two models to estimate the size of the school

effects. One uses only school level effects (left panel) and the other also includes school-year level
effects (right panel).49 The latter model allows us to estimate permanent (σ

θ TOT
j

) and transitory
school effects (σµ jp). Two alternative samples are used: a first sample that includes all students,
and a second one that excludes those who attended schools with outlier school effects.

Table C2. Standard Deviation of School Impacts

School Level (σ
θ TOT

j
) School Level (σ

θ TOT
j

) School-Year Level (σµ jp)

Outcome
Size of

[95% CI]
Size of

[95% CI]
Size of

[95% CI]
Impact Impact Impact

High-Stakes Index
All Schools 0.398 0.353 0.449 0.393 0.347 0.446 0.108 0.095 0.124
Dropping Outliers 0.398 0.353 0.449 0.393 0.347 0.446 0.108 0.095 0.124

Low-Stakes Index
All Schools 0.433 0.381 0.493 0.418 0.364 0.480 0.164 0.142 0.190
Dropping Outliers 0.427 0.375 0.486 0.412 0.359 0.474 0.149 0.129 0.171

No Dropout by 14
All Schools 2.443 2.148 2.780 0.714 0.218 2.337 2.438 2.138 2.779
Dropping Outliers 0.124 0.108 0.143 0.114 0.097 0.135 0.065 0.054 0.078

Not arrested by 18
All Schools 0.101 0.089 0.116 0.096 0.083 0.112 0.046 0.039 0.056
Dropping Outliers 0.093 0.082 0.106 0.089 0.076 0.103 0.042 0.035 0.051

No live birth by 19
All Schools 1.154 1.003 1.327 1.140 0.989 1.315 0.217 0.182 0.260
Dropping Outliers 0.196 0.167 0.231 0.115 0.067 0.197 0.209 0.175 0.250

Formally employed
All Schools 0.183 0.150 0.222 0.177 0.145 0.218 0.046 0.034 0.064
Dropping Outliers 0.089 0.075 0.105 0.082 0.067 0.100 0.046 0.033 0.063

Notes: This table reports estimates of the implied standard deviation of the permanent and transitory attended school
impacts along with their respective 95 percent confidence intervals obtained from the maximum likelihood approach. The
second line for each outcome shows estimates dropping students who attended schools with low compliance or with outlier
value addeds (i.e. school impacts more than 4σ away from the median school). In the case of Low-Stakes Index, 2 outlier
schools; for High-Stakes index there where no outlier schools; for no dropout by 14, 7 outlier schools; for no live birth by
19, 12 outlier schools; for not arrested by 18, 6 outlier schools; for formally employed, 6 outlier schools.

49For each school, we estimate effects for two sets of years, even and odd years. These are the effects used in the
model for the school-year level.
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Appendix D: Choice Model using Out of Sample School Impacts

Figure D1: Distance, Peer Quality, and Admission Probability

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (right panel). The
dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure D2: High-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervalImpacts Only Model (left panel), and Full
Models.

Figure D3: Low-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure D4: No Dropout by Age 14

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure D5: No Live Birth by Age 19

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure D6: Not Arrested by Age 18

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure D7: Formally Employed at 27+ Years Old

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Appendix E: Choice Model using Rank Ordered Logit

Figure E1: Distance and Peer Quality

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (right panel). The
dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E2: High-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure E3: Low-Stakes Index

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E4: No Dropout by Age 14

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure E5: No Live Birth by Age 19

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure E6: Not Arrested by Age 18

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.

Figure E7: Formally Employed at 27+ Years Old

Notes: The connected lines represent the estimated coefficients, computed separately for each (SEA score
ventile)×(gender) cell for two different models: Impacts Only Model (left panel), and Full Model (middle and right
panels). The dashed lines represent the associated 95% confidence intervals.
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